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FOREWORD
This final report was prepared by General Dynamics Convair Division for NASA-
JSC in accordance with Contract NAS9-15973, DRL No. T-1562, DRD No. MA-179,
z I r.em No. 3. It consists of two volumes: (I) a brief Executive Summary and (Il) a
mprehensive set of program results.
The principal program results were developed from October 1979 through June
1980 followed by final documentation. Reviews were presented at JSC on 18 March 1980
and 16 Jul y 1980.
During this program, many individuals were involved in providing technical and
manufacturing support and assistance. We specifically wish to acknowledge the
efforts of the following General Dynamics Convair personnel who significantly contri-
buted to the program.
structural Design & Analysis 	 -	 Lee Browning, Ed Spier, Des
Vaughan
Mechanical Design	 -	 John Bodle, Hans Stocker,
Bob Clemens
Manufacturing R&D -	 Steve Harciv, Corry Peddie
Materials R&D -	 Gay Liskay, Ray Adsit, Mal
Campbell, Chuck Horst, Jim
Prather, Jose Villa, Carlos
Portugal, Mel Wood, Dave Harris,
Hector Camacho
Fnvironmental Test
-	 Don Page, Bill Arunnheelzl
Fxperlmental Shop -	 Don Tibb, Norm Taylor, Dick
Renick, Lou Schlife
Llectronics & Instrumentation -	 Hugh Arrendale, Ralph Wickwire,
Steve Cunningham, Wall%- Butts,
Bob Haves
The program was managed through Convair s Advanced Space Programs depart-
ment, directed by R. 11. (Russ) Thoma-. The program manager was Lee browning
until 21 April 1980. 'Ir Browning accepted a new position at Convair and was
succeedea b y his Mechanical and Structural tasks leader, John Bodle. The N:1SA-JSC
COR is Lvle Jenkins of the Spacecraft Deign Division, under George Franklin, Chief.
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For further information contact:
Lyle M. Jenkins, Code EW4 	 John G. Bodle, MZ 21-9504
NASA-JSC	 General Dynamics Convair Division
Houston, Texas 77058	 P.O. Box 80847
(713) 483-2478	 San Diego, California 92138
(714) 2 -, -1-8900,  Ext. 2815
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INTRODUCTION
1.1 SCOPE
This is the second of two volumes comprising the Final Report for the Graphite Com-
posite Truss Welding and Lap Section Forming Subsystems Program. Volume I is an
Executive Summary.
This section provides a program overview and a top level summar.; of the program
effort.
1.2 PROGRAM OVERVIEW
1. 2.1 OBJECTIVES. The overall objective of this development program is to advance
the technology required to develop a beam builder which will automatically fabricate
long, continuous, lightweight, triangular truss members in space from graphite/thermo-
plastic composite ma' ,!rials. The primary program objectives are:
a. Continue the development of forming and welding methods for graphite/
thermoplastic (GR/TP) composite material.
b. Continue GR/TP materials technology development.
C.	 Fabricate and structurally test a lightweight truss segment.
1.2.2 TASK SUMMARY. The Space Construction Automated Fabrication Experiment
Definition Study (SCAFEDS), performed under Contract NAS9-15310 by General Dyna-
mics Convair Division for the NASA Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center, in parallel with
a Convair Independent Research and Development (IRAD) program, produced a concept
for an efficient beam builder system for use in the on-orbit construction of large space
structures (See Reference 1). This program's major task groups are structured, as
summarized in Figure 1-1, to build on the SCAFEDS design and technology base In the
three ket areas of: forming; ultrasonic welding; and GR/TP composite materials de-
velopment, test and evaluation.
The task flow shown in Figure 1-2 indicates the interrelationship between Task I
and III. After modification and test of Convair's existing bench model cap roll forming
machine, the machine was used to roll-form caps f,)r the prototype test truss as well
as for column test specimens used to test local buckling and torsional instability
characteristics.
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CAI' FORMING TECIINOLOGY
In 1976, Convair engineers im • entA-d a process for forming ,fiat strips of graphite /ther-
moplastle (GR/TP) material into struchir:l shapes by heating the strips to :he plastic
temperature and passing; them through sc;s of forming and co , ,ling rollers. The patentA
roll-forming process was terned "Roiltrusion" as opposed M "Pulltrusion" whereby
fabric strips are saturate.) %%ltli liquified resin material then pulled thmigh a forming
dice which impregnates and consolidates t! n strip in-pr(icess. Rolltrusion allilwed the
material to be preprocessed Itmprvgmated, coated, and consolidated) before forming.
It also took little energy to heat and drive the strip material because only the bend
zones were exposed to heating and the forming rollers created little friction drat; on the
material. 11%. 1979, a machine for automatically roll-forming GR TP open-section cap
members configured for the SCAFEDS space structure traingtilar truss and beam builder
was demonstrated. This early bench model of a beam builder cap forming module showed
the need for improvement, of the roller and heater arrangements. It had also never been
tested at forming rates faster than 1.^-7 cm sec (0.5 in. sec). This section presents the
results of modification, test, and evaluation tasks performed to improve performance of
and identify drier rate effects for the cap forming machine.
2.1 lWLLFR III ATI It C17011IFTI Y
The objective of this task Ncas to evaluate and further optim(ze the operation cf Convair's
prototype cap forming machine. The goal was to be able to produce "operationa; quality"
cap mt-mbers, except for conditions caused by lack of sophistication of the m:cchine ele-
ments or limited capabillty to produce uniform, top qualit}• GR 'TP strip material. The
factors knti n to affect cap quality and appearance which could not he resolved cc ithin
the scope of this task included the following:
a. t'se of surface contacting thermocouples for temperature control of
the heated strips create scuff marks along the band zone surfaces.
b. The GR 'TP material, described in Section S.1 is procured as a pre-
pregged, uncoated, partially compacted fabric strip. Preprocessing
includes spray coating Mth titanium dioxide Tio-) mixed with IN)Ic'sul-
fune, and consoli(ation, con ; . fiction, and coating of the material by
compression between plates w:cich are heated to) plasticize the poly-
sulfone resin, then cooled to solidify the resin. This process squeezes
the white coating intti the graphite fibers causing the graphite to show
thrc1ui,J1 the coating. I'meesses for continuously coating and consoli-
dating; GR TP :trip material are not currently a%ailable.
2. —I
Following; imidification and test. the cap forming; machine %vould then he used to pro-
duce caps for the prntotvpe test truss seg rmer.t discussed in Section 4, and to pro&ce
cap test specimens for evaluation of column hackling; and torsional InstahilitY effects.
2.1.1 CAP FORMING MACHINE A ODIFI CA i'It.`. Previous test.; of the roll forming;
machine re p ealed same undesirable effects on the qualit}• of the caps produced. Two of
the most noticeable effects are shown in rignire 2-1. Wavy edges %%-erc common dare to:
al inahility to control the heating; of the material \vithin the bend zones; and br On much
strain on the material during; forming; because the forming; stages %v o re too close ta)g;ether.
The use of numerous quart- !:nips tlrroug,hout the forming; section v-it out proper re-
flectors caused too niu - Ii heating; and softening; of the side flats, %%-hich made tie material
more prone to wrinkling;.
The modified cap forming; machine shown in rigure 2-2 incorporated a new forming;
section . - d an improv ed process controller. The process contrtdler shown in rignrre -:1
contain.- : introl pane l for manual and automatic control of the machine functions, and
a heater power control panel for adjusting; the power supplied to the h,aters in tie heat-
ing; section and forming; section through the strip temperature controllers shown (m tie
process control panel.
The controller inrprovvmcnLs vrere not a specified part of this contract, I rut cc•cre
tasks planned and implemented as part of Convair's IRAD for in - space fabrication pro-
cesses de\clopment. They included incorpo-ation of the heater power control
\Oich %vas pvc ,. !ously a breadWard setup, and changes in the process control logic to
eliminate some redun(lant functions ^^hich cc • erc causing periodic irterruptions c,. the
drive cede.
The contracted task required redesign, fabrication, asseniblY, and development
testing; of the forming; section. Each section of the cap forming machine Has designed
as a separate module to allow each function (i.e. heating. forming;, cowling;, drivel to
be exchanged with different designs as required to e\aluate alternative approaches. The
firming section \%-as thus replaced without changes to the heating;, cooling;, and drive
sections.
The new forming; section used much of the hardware from the original forming;
section, such as the forming; rollers, lead-in roll •:rs, bearings, shafts, and thermo-
couples. The thew forming; section used a 25. t cm 00 in. I wide aluminum channel as
1 support base for all hardware. This provided better access to and greater \ isibility
of the heaters and rollers .
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Figure 2-1. Effects of previous heater /roller geometn' Problems.
Figure ?-'_'. Prototype cap forming machine.
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As shown in Figure -4, the original forming section employed numerous quartz
l.unps heneath and above the strip material. This %%as to allow flexihilitY in the adjust-
mcnLs of heaters during early development. The new dosign employs only tour quartz
l;unp heaters located beneath the strip with specially shaped reflectors to direct the
infrared heating at the bend zones. External reflector strips are provived along the
length of the heated zones to help maintatin the temperat-ure of the strips.
The distance between the lead-in set of strai0it rollers and the first forming stage
was increased 6.35 cm (2.5 in.) to reduce the strains on the unheated side tlatti as the
strip transitioned from flat t:) form the 60-degree apex angle. This alleviated the ten-
dcney of the center heated strip to fold to a peak just in front of the apex forming rollers,
which made it difficult to control the width of the heat zone In this area (luring the pause
period.
The distance between the first and final forming stage was increased 8.89 em (3.5
in.), as shown in Fitnire -5. This reduced the strain on the unheated edges of the
str ip as the 90-degree side bends were formed. The strain had caused the edges to
become crimped and wavy airing the pause period and had also caused small cracks to
occur in the edges. These problems were further alleviated by the addition of some
teflon pi ides to support the edges before and ;after passing through the final forming
rollers.
Surface contacting thermocouples were LnsLilled for control and measurement of
strip temperatures. Three thermocouples i-i the forming section connect to three
temperature contrellers in the control panel which are preset to maintain strip temp-
eratures within a range of 466K (380F) to 522K (480F). Two thermocouples In the for-
ming section were connecteu to a temperahire recorder tc, monitor temperatures at two
critical locations during operation.
2. 1 . ' CAP 1 ORNIING MACHINE OPERATION. Cap forming specimens were prepared
as shown ui V igure 2-6. The 2.4.3 cm (S ft) flexible glass leaders are installed on each
strip to provide a means of starting the strip into the machine. The leader is fed by
hand through the machine from the heating section to the drive suction. After 15-minute
warm-up period, the forming run is initiated and the glass lender pulls the strip through
the heating, forming, mid cooling sections and into the drixe rollers. At that point, the
leader is qui.• kly cut off and the strip continues U) completion. A short glass trailer Is
atLached to the end of each strip. This is to stabilize the last few feet of strip material
as it passes through the forming section. When the cap forming machine is in operation,
as shown in Figtiire 2-7, the strip is ahuontaticallY pulled tl.rough the process in cycles
of -10 seconds min and 30 seconds pause. The c ontroller measures a 5S.4 em (2:t in.)
stroke for each run cycle, then stops the motor and closes the water-cooled cooling
platens. After 30 seconds, the controller opens the cooling platens and starts the motA)r.
The motor is driven open-lov!) (i.e.. no velocity feedback) so it is preadiusted to a strip
speed of approximately 1.46 cm sec (0.58 in. sec) so that the run time is 40 seconds.
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2 - 1
Cyclic feed is a beam-builder consideration to a!low a pause period during which beam
assembl y functions are accomplished.
The strip material is heated only along the bend zones to the forming; temperature
in the heating section, during the 70 second run and pause period. The forming section
livaters are required W maintain the forming temperature due to the convective cooling
effect of air. Analysis has shown that for operation in space, the forming section
heaters could be turned off after the initial warm-up, and the heating section heaters
would require less ener*, to heat the material in vacuum. In-air operation is, however,
a consideration for ground test and checkout, which must be provided for an operational
beam builder.
The prototype (bench model) cap forming machine operates in 58.4 cm (23 in.)
strokes because it Nvas intentionally designed with short heating and cooling sections to
save cost. For a SCAFE beam builder, the stroke would be 1.4:19 em (56.46 In.). For
a run time of .10 seconds, the maximum strip speed would be approximately 3.3 em/sec
(1.5 in./sec). The effects of forming; at this speed are discussed in Section 2.2.2.
2.1 .3 CA I' F(^R\IM, 'I'V `T & F VA LV ATU)NS. A summary of all cap forming; tests
and operations performed on this program is given in Table 2-1. The y
 first test per-
formed after initial buildup of the forming section resulted in a very poor specimen.
TMs test revealed the following; deficiencies in the forming section:
Table 2-1. Summary of cap forming; operations.
.S
RUN
NO DATE
CAP
LENGTH
END
USE RESULTS& ACTION
1 1.1 MAR 2.74m (9 FT) TEST RUN ONLY POOR - HEATING ELEMENTS ADJUSTEC
- SUPPORT GUILES ADDED
2 9 MAY 2.74m (9 FT) TEST RUN ONLY FAIR - MINOR ADJUSTMENTS MADE
3 13 MAY 6.1m (20 FT) TEST RUN - CRIPPLING GOOD - MINOR IRREGULARITIES
SPECIMENS - INSULATED SUPPORT BRACKE'
4 14 MAY COLUMN TEST SPECIMEN GOOD
5 14 MAY PROTOTYPE TRUSS CAP GOOD	 MINOR IRREGULARITIES
• HEATING
6 15 V A Y I PROTOTYPE TRUSS CAP GOOD	 • MATERIAL PROCESSING
7 15 MAY 1	 6.1m (20 FT) PROTOTYPE TRUSS CAP GOOD
TOTAL 36m (118 FT)
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a. The heater reflectors needed adjustment and modification in
some areas.
b. The heating elements required some repositioning to improve
heat distribution. Some areas Nvere over-heating and others were
not getting enough heat.
C.	 The edge guides required further niodifiention.
d.	 Tho side flats reiluired additional support.
A substantial number of modlfications were made to inlpro%t , performance. Heat-
Inv profiles were tested hY installing flexible fiberglass strips in tilt , forming; section
and p leasuring temperatures along the heat zones with a surface probe thermocouple
and digittl thermometer. This pinpointed problem areas resiuiring adjustments and
1110diflcations. More edge gnuides and side support guides were added tk) prevent wavi-
ness of the free edges anti wrinkling along the Lend zones.
The second test showed a marked Improvement in the unifornlith • of the finished
cap; however, further adjustment of guides was rtnuired to correct minor creases
along the bend zones.
The third test specimen was the first 6. 1 m (20 ft) specimen to be run. It was
generally uniform in crossection w itl some minor Irregularities, which will be dis-
cussed later. One set of support brackets in the form ing section was wrapped with
fibergl:Lss to eliminate a potential hot spot in the edges.
It was decided at this point to proceed \\ith  the forming of the specimens for column
test and caps for the protohTe test truss. It was recognized that furtiler efforts W
eliminate minor irregularities would require more time, monev, and material than was
available. It should he noted, however, that the causes of every irrvinllarity obser\ed
was eventually identified, and none were found that could not be remedied by either
improving the material processing techniques or by some nllnor changes in forming
section ;•eflectors.
The last four caps were run in st-quence without further change or adjustIllent of
tilt ,
 cap fou-ring machine. The resulLs achieved on ht , prototype truss caps is shown
in Figlire 2-3.
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Fi^nlre 2-8. Cap forming results.
There were two noticeable irregtilaritics in the finished caps. The first was a
local edge deformation shown in Figure 2-9, which occurred at regular stroke length
intervals. This suggested a local hot spot somewhere in the forming section that was
radiating enough heat on die edges to cause them to soften and subsequently be deformed.
Post test analysis of this problem identified a 2.54 cm (1.0 in. ) wide reflector support
just forward of the first forming stage as the cause. This support, shown in Figure 2-10,
was attached directl y to the internal and external reflector, which would allow It to be-
come heated enough to melt the cap edges locally.
The second noticeable irregularit y was that all of the formed caps exhibited a
relatively constant curvature in the plane of symetry as seen in Figure 2-11. A care-
ful check of the alignment of the xxiallY linear element in the cap forming machine
failed to identify am • thing that would account for this curvature. The machine, in fact,
would tend to correct this type of curvature due to the offset of the drive pull force from
the cap section center of gra\•ity.
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Figure 2-9. Irregularities due to heating.
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Fikairl' 2-10.	 Forming section trr)uble	 A.
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• CAPCURVATURE
1.
it
Figurc -11. Irregularities due to material processing limitations.
After general inspection of the strip material thickness, it was theorized that the
curvature may be induced by the nonuniformity of the matA.^rial thickness. Step-wise
compaction of the strip results in alternately varying material thickness over its en-
tire length. This thickness varies from 0.66 to 1.02 mm (0.0 06 to 0.040 in.). The
thickest areas are characterized by a w1iiter color and rov.gher surface texture, and
do not lay perfectly flat. These thick zones are approximately 12. , cm (5 in.) long
and occur at 22.9 em (9 in.) intervals along the strip length.
The thinner zones are characterized by a generally darker color due to more
graphite fibers showing through the coating. Separation between the graphite strands
Is measurably 6-neater than in the thicker zones. The g-rester squeeze of the fabric
in the thin zone obviousl y creates a zone of nonuniform intra-material stress concen-
tration.
The effect of the alternating thickness variation on cap shape is illustrated in Fig-
ure 2-12. `Incr the inside geometry of the cap section is fined by the forming rollers
and cooling platens, the are Porimeters of the outside radii changed with thickness.
This alternating; shortening :wd lengthening of the arc perimeters causes stresses along
the boundaries of the unhVatc.l --ide flats and edges as shown. These stresses Induce
moments along the length of the cap. Since the open section allows the cap to distort
L-
under the influence of t1)ese stresses, the cap will tend to how in the direction of
least resistance.
1. NON-UNIFORM THICKNESS
t-066 102 mm
,t	 ^•
^i
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2. THICKNESS VARIATION ALTERNATES
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^^
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INDUCED MOMENTS
3. OTHER EFFECTS
• GRAPH'TE SHOWS THRU COATING
• NON UNIFORM COATING
Figure -12. Effects of step-wise consolidation.
The curvature of tl)e caps did not affect truss assemble because it took very little
force to straighten the caps out on the truss welding fixture described in Subsection
4.1 .2. The curvature did, however. Introduce an unexpected variable to the cap crip-
pling and colun)n test specimens.
1`1111 \T It \ I• F F. FFECTS
An expc i- iilient was perfonned to determine the effects of driving the strip material
through the forming section at increased rates of speed. This section desc riles the
changes made to die drive section tO perform this experiment, and the test method
and result'_~ of testing.
'._'.1 DRIVE SECTION \10[)II'1 C :\TION`. The ori6^inal drive section and cap displace-
n)ent nicasurernent is shown in Figure 2-13. The molded elastomeric drl\e rollers
were driven in unison b a 1 ,ell horsepower 1C shunt-wound motor through a gear train.
A resolver wheel create: pulses from tin optoelectronic interrupter which were
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input to the cap displacement controller in the cap forming machine controller.
There wns ,I resolution of approximately 96 pulses per inch of cap travel.
• SHAFT ENCODER	 • DRIVE SECTION
Figure 2-13. Original cap displacement mensurenient.
By setting; the desired min length on the control panel, the cap displacement con-
troller stopped the drive motor when the required pulse count accumulated. This mea-
surement technique was not very accurax because the elastomeric rollers introduced
an error in the actaal-versus-indicated cap displacement.
To improve accuracy of the dbiplacemrnt measurement and provide for recording;
of cap speed, the changes it ustrated in Figure -1 .1 were incothorated. To permit
dri\ ing the cal) at increased speeds the drive motor and gear ratio were changed. These
dri\'e section modifications are shown In I'igure 2-15.
The optical shaft encoder pulses uuq)ut signals at the rate of 106 , pulses per Inch of
cal) travel in response to the rotation of the displacement driven a ,heel. The wheel is
0(guipped with an elastomeric O-ring; to provide traction on tht^ cap. This technique
improved the accuract of cap displacement measurement !)\ an order of magnitude.
-- 1.7)
"W/
vi&kl /
ADD DIRECT DI ;PLACEMENT
DRIVEN OPTICAL SHAFT
ADD
FREOUENCYTO
VOLTAGE
CONVERTER
ADD
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TIME
RECORDER
Figure 2-14. Drive control and speed recording changes.
OPTICAL SHAFT ENCODER
DISPLACEMENT DRIVEN WHE EL
	 NEW MOTOR
Figure 2-15. Drive section modifications.
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The new drive motor is a 1/15 horsepower DC shun-wound. As mentioned pre-
viously, the motor is driven open-loop, with no velocity feedback or control. The
motor thus tends to slow do%vn under increased load, which results in variable velocity
during test runs if the strip material encounters a caange in drag force for some reason.
For a beam-builder system, a more sophisticated drive control would be required to en-
sure uniform displacement of caps during the run phase, and highly accurate displace-
ment control of each beam cap to ensure straightness of long beams. This differential
drive concept is discussed in detail in Reference 1.
2.2.2 DRIVE RATE TEST g EVALUATION. Because of a limited amount of strip
material a%ailable for this program, the drive rate effects test had to be run using
6.1 m (20 ft) length of strip material. This allowed eight different speeds to be run.
The speeds were selected between the minimum speed of 3.8 cm/sec (1.50 in./sec),
which is the baseline speed for the SCAFEDS beam building, and 31.8 cm. /sec (12.5 in./
sec) which is the speed derived for the Solar Power Satellite growth version of the beam
builder, per Reference 1. These speed increments are listed in Table 2-2.
Table 2-2. Drive rates test sequence.
Run Speed em'see (in/sec) Pause Time (sees Remarks
1 3.8 II.5U) lib ^CAFEDS Baseline
2 8.9 (3.50)
3 14.0 (5.50)
4 19.0 (7.50)
5 24.1 (9.50)
6 26.7 (10.50)
7 29.2 (11.50)
8 I	 31.8 (12.50) 68 SPS Growth BB
Because the pause time required at the maximum speed would be 68 seconds, it
was decided that oli test runs would use the same pause time. This would eliminate
pause time as a variable from run-to-run and also preclude another adjustment of the
control settings that would have to be made between test runs.
The drive rate effecs test procedure was as diagrammed in Figure 2-16. Prior
to test, the speed control dial was calibrated by driving :engths of cap through the cool-
ing and drive sections, recording velocity, and marking the speed on the dial.
A pretest practice run was made with a flexible glass leader to proof the procedure
and calibrate the operators. The machine \wi-, then loaded with the test strip and leader.
After the initial warm-up, the test was startL,l.
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Figure 2-16. Drive rate effects test procedure.
The first three r.m cycles are required to feed the strip from the input end to the
drive section. These runs were made at 3.4 cm sec (1.5 in. sec). On the third test
run, the material encountered a high drag load at sonic point in the machine which
sheared the roll pin in the motor drive coupler. From this point on the st r ip was man-
11,111V pulled through the machine at ever increasing speeds; however, the mctXimun1
speed that could be reached by this method was 30.5 cm!see (12.0 in./sec).
The drive rate effects identified during this experiment are summarized in Figure
2-1	 There were no speed related effects noted until UIC Velocit'V reached 10.2-1-'. i
cni'sec 1 .1.0-5.0 in. 'sec). The irre gn)larities in the cap section at the lower speeds
were all related to the !arger than normal pause time and were all heating or cooling
effects.
The cold spot on the apex occurred at regular stroke intervals and COI-responded to
the one area of the machine that has poor heat distribution, that is the zone betNveen the
heating section and the , lcd-in rollers of the forming section. This cold spot was not
present on previotl, runs because the material liad less tune to cool in this zone and more
time to become heated as it passed from the lead-in rollers to the first stage forming
rollers. Better heater design at the inlet to the forming section would resolve this
condition.
The long pause resulted in more heat on 01e sides of tho cap and more softening of
die free edges, which caused wrinl:los and distortions to occur. The basic cause of
this is too much exposure time to back-side radiation from thc heater reflectors. Addi-
tional shiel ling or insulation of the reflectors would eliminate these problems.
The first noticeable drive rate effects were %crinkles in the apex side bend as shown
in Figure 2-17. These effects repeated for all speeds above 10.2 cm "sec (4.0 In. 'see).
The apex %%rinkles occurred under the apex forming rollers In the final forming; stages
and were apparently caused by the sudden strip acceleration compressing the still-soft
12-is
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apes against the outer forming rollers. This effect could be avoided by controlling
the accelerations of the strip.
At speeds from 17.8 cm /sec to 30.5 cm/sec (7.0 in. %sec to 12.0 in. /sec) the edges
of the cap developed very severe ripples. This is believed to be the result of softening
of the edges combined with drag creaEed by the edge guides.
This one brief test indicated that careful attention will be required in the design of
forming section heaters for the beam builder cap forming modules to achieve uniform
heating. This basic form ing process is compatible with drive speeds required for near
term beam builders and can be adapted to higher drive speeds through further development.
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ULTRASONIC WELDING TECIiNOLOGY
Ultrasonic welding of composite materials has been developed extensivel y in the envi-
ronment of air :uld gravity. Prior to final selection of this method for joining struc-
tural members together in the environment of space, experiments to investigate the
effects of gravit<• and vacuum on the composite material and welding apparatus were
required. This section describes the procedures, hardware, and results of these
e\Teriments.
3.1 W ELDING T:1SK OBJECTIVES AND APPROAC I
The obiectives of the ultrasonic welding task were to investigate and evaluate the
following:
a. Solidification of ultrasonic welds by investigating weld heat buildup
and dissipation during the welding operation in a thermal-vacuum
simulation.
b. Ultrasonic weld flow in a zero-g environment b y deternning the effect
of gravity- on the molten weld.
Investigation of the effects of gravity and vacuum on the ultrasonic welding pro-
cess was conducted by instrumenting an off-the-sh-Af Branson Sonic Power Co. Model
4120 ultrasonic welder to operate in : vacuum chamber and in three different angles
to gravity. The e %q)erimental procedure, illustrated in block diagram form in Figure
3-1, was developed to identify any vacuum., gravitational, or comhined effects on the
welder, material, or final weld strength.
3." VELD TINT INSTRUMENTATION
The Instrumentation setup, illustrated in Figure 3-2, allowed for control and monitor-
ing of the welder from outside the vacuur-A chamber. Figure 3-3 shows the actual Sethi)
and identifies the major monitoring devices.
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Figure 3-1. Welding task approach.
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Figure :3-2. Welder instrumentation and controls diagram.
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1- igure 3-3. Welding test instrumentation and controls.
3.3.1 R'F1.I)FR CONTROLS. For consistent weld schedules, the weld time, hold
time. weld pressure, cued frequenev must be accuratel y controlled. Timing control
of the welder was accomplished b y using a special controller, designed and built by
C onvair to control weld time and hold time to an accuraev of ±0.02 seconds.
Weld pressure xas controlled by setting a pr _-niatic regulatc)r located outside the
chamber to supply a predetermined air pressure to the welder pneumatic ac • hiator. Air
pressure fi the actuator and exhaust from the actuator was conducted I)v Whing through
a solenoid control valve outside the chamber. The pneumcitic actuate! ind whing were
carefully leak-tested with hellum prior to conducting	 ;:um tasting. WoAd frequenc%
was monitored by a digital counter \%ith a readout capabilih of 10 , i mes per second.
Weld frequency readout was displayed an y ! recorded 0,5 second into the weld time. This
point in the weld cycle was selected bec.tuse it is the :i.ne at which power is at a maxi-
mum for a normal weld.
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The weld snick, shown in 1'ii'ure 3-4, is designed to oscillate at 20,000 Hz. How-
ever, this natural frequency will decrease as the stack heats and expands during oper-
ation. Therefore, retuning of the amplifier to produce the optimum frequency for best
efficiency is occassionally required. The optimum frequency is determined by finding
the frequency with the lowest resistance or lowest power required to oscillate the wel-
der stack.
TIP -,	 SUPPORT RING
Figure 3-4. Ultrasonic weld head stack.
'rhe wattmeter shows an obvious drop in power at this natural frequency. Tuning
is conducted without a load on the stack (horn not tc)iching anything). During welding
operations the weld stack % ill shorten due to pressur e Ind the sound waves will travel
slightly faster over a shorter distance. Therefore the natural frequency during weld-
ing will increase about 1'` or to about 20,200 liz. This retuning requirement would not
be required after the first 30 welds or when the temperature stabilizes. :automatic
tuning devices have been designed by welder manufacturers which retune the welder in-
process, insuring optimum frequency for all welds regardless of welder stack temper-
ature fluctuations.
3.2.2 WELT) X1'1 CVMEN DRI\ I' 4YSTF'\1. To a,low a series of welds to be performed
inside the . al'UUIlI eh.unber, two 1:' ciTi • 6.35 cm strips of GR 'T'.' composite material
were join. t together as shown in Figure 3-5 with a "-.54 cm overlap. The strips were
incremcn'ully moved under the \ g eld head by a remotely controlled, variable speed, re-
versible ,notor drive systen;. A wire cord was attached to both ends of the weld speci-
men strip and dra\vn around pulleys at both ends of a support beam. The "L" shamed
support t)e.un with drive motor and pullevs attached, was bolted to the base of the welder
as sho\%m in 1'ignire 3-6. Teflon guide blocks \vere attached tO the welder base to provide
specimen aligainient and reduce drag for best incrementing accuracy.
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Figure 3-5. GR 'TP veld test strip confikairation.
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F igalre 3-6. Vacuum chamber 0' setup.
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:;.?.:3 DATA RFCO RD1NG. Two 8-channel rapid-read strip chart recorders were
used to monitor the operation of the welder, temperature of the weld stack, and tem-
perature of specimens for heat fit)\\' tests. These recorders were run at speeds of
10 cm 'see during weld tests and 0.5 em Isei: during the 40-second delay between welds.
The high speed allowed detailed charact.,rlsties of the power curve, wold time, hold
time, and temperature increases tt) be recorded during the 0.7 sec weld cycle. The
low speed allowed continuOnis reading of temperature changes between welds on a mini-
mum amount of strip chart paper.
F.ach recorder was equipped with eight recording channels. The welder perfor-
mance and tcmpzraturk , recorder monitored weld power, horn down time, wold time,
and temperah l res of the converter (piezoelectric transducer), booster, horn mid-point
(area of maxi rune strain), and wold tip.
The other recorder was used for temperature sensing eight places on the welded
specimens to determine heat flew characteristics.
:;.:; WI 1D
	
LF DVTFRM1NATWN
Previous weld tests conducted using the GR'TP composite material welded wi,n a 1.27
cm diameter knurled tip have shown that the weld strength is directly related to enerp-
(Joules) input t.l the weld (assuming uniform material).
Those testa have shown that tho weld strength obtainable from anY given wvklable
material N ill reach a peak as a function of enork- y input. As more onerkn- is input to
the bond area, degradation of the material eventually' begins to weaken the geld. For
the GR 'TP composite material used in this program, the ke:tk weld strength Will occur
within a range of onergy between :310 J /cm 2 and 496 J%cm of weld area. For the ser-
ies of welds, performed, it was assumed that the identification of a relativel '• minor
weld stro ► igth degradation caused by gravity direction or vacuum around the weld area
might not be apparent if a peak strongth \\-old schedule were used. Consequently the
wold schedule selected was approximately 155 J /cm 2 so that small do0ations in welder
efficiency', rosin floe', material unifilrmity, temperature flow, etc. would cause an
cosily identified change in weld strtmg-th. Effects of vacuum and gravity on the welding
process would also be niore llkcly to be identified.
\fold testing was performed with a 1.27 cm (1 '" In.) diameter course knuried tip
(total surface area approximately 2. 7):1 cm 2 ((j.:11:1 in.-') attached to an ult rasonic weld
horn with a pain of G.R. ToUl tip motion %%ith a 1:1 gain booster is (;.(; (0.00191) --
0.01''57 cm (0.00495 in.).
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The weld schedule used for all weld tests specimens was as follows
a. Feld Time:	 0.7 seconds
b. Hold Time:	 1.0 seconds
C.	 Pneumatic Pressure:	 27.6 N/cm 2 (40 psig)
3.4 ULTRASONIC WELDING TESTS
:1. 4.1 PRELIMINARY CHECKOUT. Following tare checkout and calmration of all
instrunicilts, .1 prelirninarN test of the total s ystem was conducted. A 20-weld test
specimen was welded with all inst ruments operational, the welder oriented in the
0-degree confi^iiration (Figure 3-6) and at normal atmospheric pressures. The total
welder, with its amplifiers and programming module, was inside the chamber. .ill
Nvelds were successf411N • accomplished.
The chamber was then pumped down to a pressure of ^_.S * 10 -3 N/N1 2 (2.1 4 10
Torr). Attempts to weld at this pressure were unsuccessful. This failure to weld in
vacuum initiated .1 "trouble shooting" procedure and attempLs to isolate the welder
components :effected by operation in vacuum.
The initial attempt to weld in vacuum showed: there was erratic and generally
very low power to the transducer; the aeld and hold time were altered and inconsistent;
and the frequency being generated was erratic, there was no weld or melt in the com-
posite material because of these factors. Actions and results of the invvstiWation are
summarized below:
a. Trouble shooting of the clectmmics and actuator were inconclusive.
b. Factory checkout and repair of the amplifiers any' programmer, and
replacement of the transducer had no effect.
C. Removal of amplifiers from the vacuum chamber was not successful
due to wiring problems between the amplifiers and the programmer
Inside tic chamber.
d.	 Removal of ► I1 electronics from the chamber resulted In normal weld
and hold tunes :ued frequency (tuning) but gelding was intermittent.
V.	 Removal of an aluminum label over the top of the transducer to insure
proper renting of int,c, - fl air pressure during pump down resulted in
normal welder operation in vacuum.
From the preceding actions, it was concluded that when the chamber was pumped
down, sonic of the electronic components in the amplifiers, programming module, and
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transducer malfunctioned, probahly due to internal corona effects causing electrical
short circuiting. Air pressure inside the converter was probahly lowered into the
corona region of approximately 10-1 to 10-3 Torr. The problem was overcome by
insuring prrper venting of the transducer (see Figiire 3-4) to allow air to escape
during pump down of the chamber.
3.4.2 WELD SPECIAIFN CONFIGURATION AND IDENTIFICATION. The weld test
Specimens required for the test series are summarized in Table 3-1 . The weld strips
were designed to accommodate 35 to 38 weld specimens of the number and Ltive indicated
in 'fable 3-1 . The technique used to obtain lap shear and peel test specunens is sho%%m
in Figure 3-5. Thermocouples were installed near the weld strip temperature speci-
mens. Identification of each weld specimen was accomplished by applying a mylar tape
along the upper edge of the strip, marked off in one inch increments. These were
marked to indicate weld number, weld condition (Air or Vacuum), and weld orientation
to gravity (0°, 45% or 90°). This identification method also insured that each weld
could be correlated to the strip chart data.
Tab le 3- 1. Wv1d test spec im en requirements.
Air	 I VACUUM
Usage	 00	 450 T90°	 00	 ri	 `.III°
Preliminary 20 5 5 5 I	 5 5
Lap Shear 40 25 25 2F 25 25
Peel 5 5 5 5 5 i
Visual Insp. 5 5 5 5 5 5
Temixrature 3 3
Total 58 35 35 35 35 35
3.4.2.1 We l d Strip Preparation. Each weld strip was baked at 533K (500F) for 3
hours then %acuuni hagged and baked for 1K hours at 3S9K 1:150F) to remove moisture
and volatiles which can effect weld strength and vacuum chamber pressures. These
were then compacted and aluminum 'mylar bagged to prevent moisture absorption.
3.4.3 VACUUM b GRAVITY EFFECTS TESTS. 1'he vacuum and gravity effects
welding tests were conducted in the sequence shown in Table 3-2.
Vacuum pressures ranged from 4. , • 10 - ' 1 N I m 2 Ia.(; - 10 -5 Torr) maximum to
1.07 r 10 -:1 N m 2 (0.8 • 10 -5 Torr). A separate test strip was Installed for each run.
--1
r
r.
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Table :3-2. WvId test s(quence.
Run
No. I-,n\irnnment
Welder
orientation
Ref.
Figure Nn.
I Air 00 :3-6
2 Vacuum 00 3-6
:3 Air 900 3-8
4 Vacuum 900 3-8
5 Air 45° : 3 -7
6 Vacuum 45° 3 - 7
No changes were made in weld schedule and no adjustment. made U) the welding app-
aratus except for periodic tuning of the weld stack.
Figure :3 . Vacuum chamber 45` setui)
1 ,
f
F 	 Vacuum chamber 90` setup
-
:1. 5 WELlllyC, TEST RF.SV LTS
I'pon com pivti;m of each weld test the weld strip was removed from the drive mechanism
and the indivichlal welcLs were separated into teat groups as shown in Tahle• 3-1 aml Fig-
ure 3 -5, and bagged according to the evaluations required 'or each set of %%olds: Iap
shear testy (25 welds), peel strength (5 welds), VIsual inspections (5 wAds), or temper-
attire flow specimens (:1 welds each for Air and Vacuum at 0 • ). The teats performed on
these coupons are summarized in FIpire 3-9. The r sulO of thest testy are described
helow.
• LAP SHEAR STRENGTH	 • PEEL STRENGTH	 • VISUAL INSPECTION
I
II.	 A
\ \^^--CLAMPING
	 J
	
'i	 I
FIXTURE
• STRENGTH COMPARISON
• MAGNITUDE
• SCAT IER
• LOAD'DISPL ACEMENT
• FAILURE MODE
• VISUAL E XAMINAT1ON —a-
• STRENG MCOMPARISON
• MAGNITUDE
• SCATTER
• LOAD DISPLACEMENT
• FAILURE MODE
• VISUAL EXAMINATION —^
• UNF AILED SPECIMENS
• MILROSCUPIC BUND LINE
ANALYSIS - AXES A 6 B
• Of LD FLOW PATTr::N
• FAILED SPECIMENS
A FAILURE SURFACE
I'Igure 3-9. Specimen coupon testy.
:1.5.1 LN1' SHEAR STRENGTH ANALYSIS Table 3-3 summarizes the lap shear and
peel test (Litza presented in det-MI in fables 3-4 through 3-9. Air and vacuum welds
made at 90-degrees were notably lowest in strong h and had the lowest ratio of success;
I.e., v out of	 in air and 11; out of 25 in vacuum. A possible explanation for the lower
weld strength at the 9o-degree angle is drat the motion of the weld tip is 110 -degrees tt)
the force of gra%It^ . Since the horn is slender and tapered from 6. 35
 cin at the top tA)
1.27 cm at the %%eld tip, some of the meld eneri r} may be comerted into trans%erse
motion (iue to cantilevered vibration of the hors. This condition OR a gra% ith effect on
Held strength %%hick would not exist in a /tro -g earth orbit em ironmcnt.
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Table 3-3. Summary of lap shear and peel tests.
r
in-.fir
	 In-Vacuuni
Lap Shear
	
Peel	 Lap Shear
	 Peel
(N)	 (N)	 (N)	 (N)
P_
	
J7	 n	 1'	 4a	 I n	 P L	 ia	 n	 P	 -uP	 P
25 814. '`	 :'''3. G 3	 2-1.9	 17.3	 18	 582.7 213.5	 0	 0	 —
1. f^ 9. .1	 155.7 5	 20.0	 10.2	 25	 796.2 253.5	 5	 16.0	 8.5
1	 -131.5	 155.	 0	 0	 -	 1(;	 471.5 1°--1,G	 4	 8.'. ► 	 7.1
Welder
Angle
Uc
_156
90°
In earth gravity environment, this whipping condition can be comnensated for
simpl y by increasing weld pressure and/or time. This tendency of the weld horn to
whip would be less pronounced using a horn of greater cross section such as that de-
signed for the truss welder.
3. S.2 WE LD  VISUAL FN:INIINATIONS. All weld specimens were examined for resin
flow, resin melt, and general appearance differences which might result from welding
in vacuum or from gravitational effects. There was no difference in tip penetration or
flow on the surface of the welds which could be related to the gravitational or amhient
conditions under which the weld was made. Flow of thermoplastic in the faying sur-
faces was eery similar Mth the only variations resulting from material resin content
and thickness as noted in Tables 3-4 through 3-9.
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Table 3-4. 0° in-air veld specimens.
Specimen Enerp -, yW Strength Frequency
No, iJ , ecinnen lb ltt Remarks
\-O-I 230 1-.tp T7 20130 Low V%,wer - vlignt melt
- 290 208 2015' Irregular power - poor Joint
3 300 290 20274 Resin rich- good loint
4 345 260 - Resin rich - good Joint
5 350 272 2053 Resin rich - good Joint
215 34 20307 Low power - no weld
345 199 _0233 Poor joint
9 355 192 20233 Poor joint - no fibers
9 340 238 211235 Pvor)oint
10 305 127 2022' Poor joint - no fibers
11 340 158 20237 "	 "	 "
I2 335 107 20273 "
13 315 175 20250
14 :25 114 2009y Poor joint: 	 Rough surtatFlrregular power
is 240 235 20173 ?ower dipped - poor joint, no fibers, rough & thick
16 :25 303 20300 Good )oint
335 225 202:+3 G.wd joint
1 • 200 6!i 20395 Low power - no weld
t9 340 172 20299 Poor Joint
20 335 165 20193 Poor joint
:1 310 166 20170 Poor joist - no fibers
_- 240 96 20139 Low power - no weld, rough & thick
:3 :60 167 20105 Power dipped - px.or joint
24 350 303 20276 Good Joint
2S 335 1	 Lap 235 20235 Good joint
A-0-26 — \ lstial \ A 0339
1 7 20".77
-, I  120'_'1 Power dipped
JO \'tsual N A 10303
34' . Pee l 5. -. 20329
B 345 9.5 :02 2 Irregular power
i 340 1.6 20307
P 335 0 20294
45 j'erl 0 :0257
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Table 3-5. 0° in-vacuum weld specimens.
I%
S-ectmen Enorgq IIIn strength Frequencv
1 !'t'ln1*n 1p Fi2
\'-+>-1 .35 U -0374
_ A0 U 10337
3 _65 0 :0374
4 160 L-41 69 :1319
5 .25 1 52 20114
h .170 I74 :0:34
-150 163 :0:44
C45 Lap 140 20294
13c .1 :0169
10 310 11p 159 20323
11 340 ( 72 2036.
1: 310 44 20297
13 305 Lip I	 94 20216
14 30-1 U :0194
15 115 I	 U :1439
Ili 310 1.Aµ1 171 :0:43
li li5 0 :949-'
1 .75 L:µ• 159 70333
19 34"0 174 70314
740 123 70379
:I 775 120 .10371
315 154 :0339
73 3l0 a 9 704(W,
74 300 155 10333
.5 145 Loa•• r;7 U
^_ri _ \lsual \ 4 703 t;4
U 1a
!I :0:35
:0351
A _11_57
1 _:++ I'rri d '_0747
R .UO I 20309
l . r;$
I
I	 71179 _
' 1 -7i1 I 70::74
.60 reel 0 I	 .o.70
vo weld - soma melt - dark burned material
No weld - no melt - dark burned material
No weld - no melt - dark burned material
poor weld
Irregular ewer - ;xxlr wrld - rough matertal
Irregular tv"r - rough material - gtxA Joint
Good ),•int
Partial weld - resin pix,r
No weld - returie requi red
Good )pint
Resin lxxlr - burned dark material
Plx)r weld - +rregular ix+wer
Poor weld - r ough material
No weld - irre gular power - rough material
41  vm W - irregular p •wer & frequenc y - rough matertal
Gaud Joint - rough material - irregular power
No weld - negau ye irwer reading
Rough material - goxxf ),lint
i,.x+d joint
Irregular power - rough material
Burred dark material - resin Ix^or
„rxl Joint
i..xxi Joint - resin rich
Resin Ixrr
Very low payer - partial weld
Irregular powrr
Irregular lx+wer
Irregular power
L.tw Fx • wer - programmer malfunru o tted - short weld
Irregular ;x war
L, 1w tx'wr: at end A cycle
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Table 3-6. 45° in-air weld specimens.
Specimen Enerti^	 I Type St renNih Frequenev
Vin- J1 S	 cimen .lbl He Remarks
-45-1	 :25 Lap 114 20247	 Resin px•r
195 126 20259
3	 215 l7a 20306	 Irregular tN+Wer - resin poor - 6 ,Nxf i,int
4	 -125 146 20267	 G.xxi saint
5	 230 155 20226	
11	 11
6	 90 U 2020P	 No weld - rough material - IOW power
140 95 -10439	 Poor Joint - rouo7h material - low pOWer
300 221 2nL66G v.d Joint
9	 295 lay 20315	 Goxd 1Utnt
10	 290 137 :02,54	 Resin poor
11	 295 149 202-0	 Resin poor
12	 275 137 20274	 Irregular matenal
13	 :NO 129 20224	 Resin pwr
14	 :70 174 G.xxl joint
15	 2w0 144 ; y
16	 _70 164 20265	 I Goodloint
17	 :75 155 20223
1,4 127 -10210	 irregular p.wer - rough material
19	 :y5 __ 20216	 GIN d low - rough material - irregular power
1 0 	 :bU
I
147 :0261	 Good Joint
-1l	 : 0 43 20325	 Resin par
:.	 :•0 92 202 1	 Resin px-r
.3	 :70 116 :0257	 Resin par
24	 :NO I 113 -10306	 Resin txN,r
-15	 :ao Lap 155 -10299	 k,-i i,int
1-45-:t; l isual -10:ri5
27
I
_. :023NI
:0:53
—
> 300	 Peel _	 :02I9 i
13 ._N5 6,7
c 21,0 :.5	 :0271
v :75 3.7	 20111
275
	
1	
Peel
i
I
	
2.30293
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fable 3-7. 45 0 in-vacuum %ve ld specimens.
^lwcimrn Eikrgy	 ^ rtl>N ^trr :tg:h F6•^.I^:uoc1'^
^0. Jl `pe,71mec lb Hz	 I Remarks
%-45-1 305 :_il' 100 20235 Resin pour
2 205	 I 130 30358
3 220 143 20233
4 1'25 173 :0229 Gaud Joint
5 2.110	 1 I 11.4 30234 Resin pocir
ti I	 345	 I 149 30357
7 I	 :45	 I I 300 20206 G,%%J iotnt
r 320 I 157 20213 Rough material - irregular l,.wer
9 I
	
.160 186 30199 Good Joint
10 270 212 20264
it
I	
"S 164 30253 Rough material
12. 5	 I 1164
120
30^71 Rough material
13 2'S	 I 141 61
la 115 30 1 4989 Low p ower - low (rr, , .ienci - converter malfunction
15 1^0	 I I I	 261 20316 IGcxvi weld lo,
1G 2v	 I 239 20113
17 23p
I
I	 325 I	 302115 ' irregular power cone - rough material
14 245 1163 20360
19 I	 _160 236 2026' Rough material
2`0 115" 30241 Rough
21 I	 370 157 20238 c,..—i weld t-md separauon
_2. I	 2Y0 197 2033r
'i I	 390 206 20264 Good weld Wnd separation
190 _0:55 G.K.d weld
2YS I	 L.µ , 205 20249
I — Cisual Ai336i
3024ti
l 0291
I :0190 1. regular {ewer
30 I	 Visual A 3011461
i .ton peel 5.3 20239
R .110 I	 I 3.0 30_70
i I	 315 5. .0:91
P w0 I
I
I	
_.7 30:37
F. 290 pe el :. 3 1201156 t mane power
;1-', 5
Table 3-S. 90° in-air weld specimens.
Specimen	 Energy T%pe	 I Strerplth Frequenev
Sjw,tmen Re marks
A-90-1	 310 Lap U	 :0300 Material burnea br, , .n tx , th surfaces .ill •.eldq
2. y s 2.028:
3	 I	 150 :0316 Material rough L• turned - l ow power
4	 -.5 2.Ga5 Irregular power - rough material
5	 I	 :Olt 2.0072 "
t;	 170 30143 Irregular Ii.,wer - rough material - low Ix,wer
170 20140 Irregular power -
s	 I	 2.45 0	 :0737
0	 2.90 7S	 _0276 Rough material - irregular power
10	 275 111	 2.02.68
11	 2.95 30	 :03:7 Sm,x,m but .er y dark surface
1-1 	305 0	 2.0363
13	 31)5 :0246
14	 305 I -10300
15	 -145 I	 _02.53 Irregular lw ,wer - :, ,ugh material
It; 	2.40 :017x I lrreguiar I„lwer - —uah material
1 -	 2.50 I	 2.01 t,6
l9	 ,	 215 1 2.03:3
1:1 2. 2.
1 0 	 -175
0	 .1kQ ,3
116	 2.0314 (Rough matenul
1 1	 1	 135 0	 2.0434 I L•w iwwer - irregular IN ,wer - rough material
-'	 310 112.	 :0340 Resin ;t„r
2.3	 1	 315 I I 121	 2.0365
14	
-190 137	 120334
2.5	 2.95 Lip 73	 1	 -102.97
q_yn _t; Visual \ A -1i	 2036- I =
2.032.0
.. ^ — ^	 -1UC32. Irregular ;x,wrr
— '.lsua; \	 .4
Pert
	
o	 2031[
R -19U -'0354
1 - 31111 :0564
I	 I
D -so -10346
F 2.75 Peel	 ^	 2.02.s9
:3-N
Table 3- :>. 90' in-V;uuum weld specimens.
.Spevinlen FIlt l'ILY I' Frequencv ----
No. J1 omen Ib{ Rz Remarke
1 :NU l.q ^035H U,wer .urface burned bn ,wrrn•ugh mater+xl
265 2121414
3 245 20293 No melt
4 250 213"
5 235 2024' Converter - nrKativr {x,wer - re-welded
1; 225 Irrekular pure r rum •r - rough furfavr
5 0 20169 Irregular Ir,wer - rough surfa,<
'35 121 :0150 Irregular Ix,w •rr - rough nwrrtal
1: :0259
10 275 173 :1329
Il 2145 114; — Converter failure - rr-%tld retUne
1: 2140 99 20051 \ormal Nrl,1 sp,t
13 275 '" 20266
14 270 I 1114 '024 Reim Ixx,t
15 270 0 202n'
11; 2u5 97 -1026? Rough rurfa .a - rx, rmal {x we r
1' 290 95 201-0 lrrek'ulnr {Nmrr - rough surfarr
1` .^5 110 I	 2022e ; Rough aurfaoe
1`.4 :IS 90 :0233 Irregular lxwrr - rough surfacr
:U 215 '4: 20240
135 1Ori 202:4
'30 129 L01 ,; n Rr stn Ixx,r
:4.5 44 1021iy Resin I—or
24 250 I 134 :0213
5 1:5 LAP 0 .11126 5 t.,w L • NTi - ^rogrammer malfunction W.,;
_ \	 \ \lruul \	 1 I	 :0255
:02'6
I .01140I.':1 I 201+;1
30 \ A 1'tsual 'x+1:6 1 Irre 'tilar P %%I-r
A :10 Peel 20l'14
$ 4;P I 20163
_'S _. 21229
I` 24:5 J. ` 201'+
F I	 :'5 Peel 1..5 20_4;1
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:1.:5.3 WF.LI) IIEAD TF.;IIPERATi?RE CIIARACTFRISTICS. Thermocouples attached
to the Nveld head during; the welding; experiments were continuallN , monitored to deter-
mine the effects of additional strain in the welder due to direction of gravity or lack
or presence of air to conduct heat away front
	 weld head. Figure 3-10 illustrates
the weld head thermocouple locations. Table 3-10 shows the maximum change in
temperatures from start of weld sequence to c.)mpletion of the last test weld using the
prescribed weld schedule with 80-second internals between welds. Weld tip operating
temperature data was lost during test due to separation of the thermocouple and frac-
tional heating interaction hetween the thermocouple and the weld tip. It is assumed
that the weld tip temperatures after 80 seconds of cooling; approached the temperature
of the :Zorn. The maximum temperature changes occurred in the horn in racE 61111.
This change was not significant; however, the total welding time was not long enough
to allo%v the weld horn to reach an equilibrium temperature.
• THERMOCOUPLE LOCATIONS
TRANSDUCER
BOOSTER
--HORN
WELD TIP
• AIR WELD TEMP CHAHACTERISTICS
170
	
WELD POWER ON
120	 /TIP
110
IEMP100
I 90	 ,-HORN
BO	
85 MAX
1
60.	 BOOSTER &
TRANSDUCER
0	 10	 80
IIME (seconds)
ss VACUUMWEED TEMP CHARACTERISTICS
170
	
WELD POWER ON
120	 TIP
110	 /HORN
TEMP 100
^ E	X1 00 MAX
90
80 i ^-
10
IODSTER 6
bU-	 TRANSDUCER
	
010	 80
TIME (socands)
Figure :3-10. Weld head temperature characteristics in air and in vacuum.
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Table :3-10. Weld head heating effects.
JT'(°F)
Angle I I nvLronment Tip** Horn I Bstr I Trans
	
0 0	Air
	 -	 I 3	 3	 :3
	
900	- 	 I 9	 1	 1
	
00	 Vacuum
	
45 0 	-	 1.1	 4	 5
*Rise in preweld temp in —50 min (:35 weld c}•cles)
**Tip thermocouple separated
Figure :3-10 illustrates the maximum tempera t ure change ch •tracteristies of each
weld head component during weld cycles in air and in vacuum. There were no more
than a few degrees increase in booster or transducer temperatures, regardless of
weld direction or atmosphere. In air, the horn t iliperature increased approximatcIN
WIT during weld, but returned to near amhient within 10 seconds. In-vacuum tenlp-
erature changes were similar to air %velds but with slower decay rates apparently due
to the lack of convective cooling. In both air and vacuum Wolds, the nlaxiIlllllll change
in temperature occurred at the 9o-degree \\eld  direction, which suggests. increased
heating due to bending; strain in the horn.
:1.5.4 WFLD SI'FC11IFti TF1IPERATI - 11F FFFFCTS. Figure :3-11 illustrates the
thermocouple locations and material fiber orientation on the weld strips for the 0-de-
gree air and vacuuni tests. Fignlre :3-12 shows the temperature changes that occurred
Zit the thermocouples 7 and 10 in air and in vacuum. Temperature recording; began
two welds prior to the T1 "-old.
Results of these tests showed onk minor heating; external to the Nveld area in the
direction of the glass fibers. The peak tvnlperahlres at thermocouples 6, 9, and 12
nearest the weld) showed an increase of 10 to 20 0 F. Average temperatures at •>. 6,
8, 9, 11, :uid 12 during; the welding of T1, T •_' and T3 were d3°F in air and 105 0F
in Vacuurll.
Fignlre :3-12 shows ht,\v the riaximuni peak temperatures occurred along; the graphite
direction nearest the w e ld. •I'he differences in peak temperatures between TC7 and TCIO
are attr• ihuLihle to inaccuracN in positioning the strip under the weld tip. Examination
of the weld specimens indicated the welds made closest to a thermocouple corresponded
Mth the maxintu111 peal: temperatures for that thermocouple.
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TEMP
F
250
200
TEMP 150
F	 100
50
Z50
2C0	
%^'
10
TC 10
150	 TV
100	 TC 10	 TV
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• WELD STRIP & THERMOCOUPLES
1.0
—^ = GLASSGRAPHITE	 TC 10	 0.5
T1, T2, 0 IT3
--------------- 6a---a9-120
	
-----	
50	 ae 110^
GRAPHITE	 GLASS	 0.25
TV
Fii,*tlre 3-11. Thermocouple locations for air and vacuum temperature flow tests.
II
0 20 40 60 0
	
20 40 60 0 10 40 60 80
T1	 T2	 T3
WELD	 WELD	 WELD
TIME (seconds)
0	 20 40 60	 0	 20 40 60 0	 20 40 Gil 80
T1	 T2	 T3
WELD	 WELD	 WELD
TIME (seconds)
Figtlre 3 -12. Weld specimen heat flow characteristics in air and In %-acuum.
3. 5.5 POWER CURVE ANALYSIS. During preliminary air weld tests it was found
that two distinct power curves were being generated. On further analysis of the
material it was determined that the power curve profiles were a result of the
GR/TP surface roughness on the faying surfaces. Figures 3-13 and 3 14 illustrate
these two power curves. Figure 3-13 shows a typical power curve for GR/TP with
smooth fa y ing surfaces. Figure 3 14 illustrates the power curve caused by rough
faying surfaces.
The total area under these curves is similar, indicating nearly equal energy
Joules input to each weld. Weld strength is also similar as would be expected
with equal energy input with equal time and pressure.
A third power curve, shown in Figure 3-15, was also created when welder
efficiency was affected by gravity or variations in material thickness and resin
content. In each case. where this type of power curve was created. the resulting
weld strength was significantlN reduced. Monitoring the power curve during the
weld can thus be a major in-process method of weld quality verification. Weld
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0	 0.7
NH
rQ
3
60[
401
NH
a 201
energy can be electronically monitored and controlled to insure optimum weld
quality.
600
v, 400
^	 r
200	 I
ejI_--
0
	
0.7
SECONDS
Figure 3-13. Smooth surface power curve.
SECONDS
Filnure 3-1 .1. Rough surface power curve.
0	 0.7
SECONDS
Figure 3- 15. Low weld streilkth power curse.
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4
PROTOTA'PE TRUSS SEG;IIF.NT
The requirement to fabricate, test, and evaluate a three-bay prototype triangular truss
segment which conformed to the design developed for the SCAFEDS (Reference 1),
comprised three major tasks: (1) truss fabrication for the manufacture of the Proto-
type Test Truss (PTS); (2) truss test preparation and support to prepare test plans,
Install strain gages and load introduction fittings, and provide technical support to
NASA/JSC during test; and (3) local effects awilyses and tests to characterize cap crip-
pling, buckling, and torsional instabilit y effect- i:.r comparison with PTS test results
as a means of determining end ftxity
 zL ule PTS as tested. This section presents the
results of these three activit!es and includes a report of the test results achieved
by J SC .
4.1 LIS FA BRICATION
The PTS confi n-iration is shown, in Figure 4-1. The materials, tooling, and manufac-
turing techniques used to fabricate: the PTS are described in the following paragraphs.
"02-- — - -- - - ___ - - -- --- - - ----
CUMOX 16 Ft AC t %I440 6114
19 NNOM
O ^ A ^ J ^y=^ t
1 JO
^,	 • --- -	 i
011l4 Ft AM
Flo))COAT IPWU
1 )^
OQAP"116 Gt AM0 AOHK
J 
L 0/11
7•
Figure 4-1. i'rotoh • pc truss segment configuration.
1	 //
U10t PO/IONS ANl M -
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1. 1.1 PTS `TR1.'C'TIJUL MENIIIF11S. The cap members for the PTS were manufac-
tured from graphite,l glass % polysulfune, single-plr %% ,oven composite material described
in ;uhsection 5. 1. All three caps were automaaticallN- roll-formed from flat prepro-
cessed composite strips using the roll forming machine which had been modified as de-
scribed In Subsection 2. 1. 1 .
The crossmembers were manufactured from the same composite material as the
caps. Each crossmember was individually fornied using a die form tool as described
In Subsection •1.1.2. This is in keeping with the SCAFEDS beam builder design, which
uses preformed crossmembers.
The diagonal cord material is a 20 -end S-glass roving imprepaWd with P-1700
pul}• sulfone resin and manufactured by U. S. Polymeric. The cord, as received, was
in a flat ribbon - like form partially consolidated with the polysulfone. The cord was
consolic !at.ed to a more circular cross section to l;nprove its strenol properties by
immersing it in a polysulfone and solvent bath and pulling it darougla a circuiar die.
The finished curd is characterized as follows:
-3	 2- 1
a. A re.- of cross section: 4 .56 ? 10 cna ( 7.07 - 10 in 1
b. Tensile strength: 1.56 	 510 N1 'cm 2 21	 5.26 - 10 psi)
C.	 Modulus of elasticity: 4.55 • 10 6 N /cm (6.6 , 10 6 psi)
.1.1.2 PTS TOOLS & I .1\Tl'RES. To assure dimensional accuracy and 1111ninaize
assemble time for tlac PTS. ;a ri gid welding and assembly fixture was designed :and
built. The fixture, shown in Figure 4 -2, consisted of a steel p4)e \Kith twelve arms
attached. Each arna supported an aluniinunu anvil shaped to fit the internal geometry
of the caps. The fLxtaurc was supported on each end by tooling stands. The pipe
rested o^, steel n)llt • rs attached to 'tie end stands. This :allowed the entire fixture to
be rotated to facilitate tnuss assenal>l\ .
The crossmcnrcmber forming tool shown in Figure -1-:3 consisted of two matching
dies. Each crossmember ac :as formed ha- placing a strip of coat e d and consolidated
composite ►nati•rial between the dies, as shmvn, using; guide pins to center the strip
and upper die. \%lien placed in an oven and heated to _':t.'°C (450*F*I. the \\eight of the
upper die formed the softened strip. The dies were tt.en placed on a hot press to com-
pact the formed member to the proper thickness. The Pool %%as then cooled under pres-
Sure, removed from the press, and the formed crossmember cut tA1 width using the
upper die as a gaaide. Th,^ cross member was removed frorn the clic^ and the ends were
trininned to Ienai and shq)e, using a trim tool made from pieces of the fornaing dies.
The welder pierce -pin location holes were then pre -drilled In each crossmember using
a locating template. Fiberglass clutla inserts were Ixinded t.) the work surface of ezc•'Z
crossmemher at each spoNvId location with imAysulfone.
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F ignlre 4-2. 'Truss %%rlding and assenif)h fixture ticLnk.
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s4.1.3 PTS ASSEMBLY. The steps followed in assembling the F ITS are Illustrated in
Figures 4-4 and 4--:). After trimming the caps to length, they were placed on the tool
and the crossmember stations measured and marled off on each cap. Pierce-pin
locator holes were then located on each cap Pt each Held location. With the caps aligned
with their ends in-plane znd the crossmember centerline stations centered on the weld
• URILL0063HOLE
e INSERT LOCATOR PIN
kMOSSMEMBER	 (TYPICAL EACH
—	 CHOSSMEMBER)
^- CAP
^i
^	 \ l
4
WFLD HORN_ ^. ►
BACKUPTO
BASE OF
WELDER i:ART
I 	. 1 .' / I I- SUPPORT
• MAINTAIN 10 + 2 LB TENSION
(BOTH CORDS) BEFORE AND
DURING WELDING
• PLACE CAPS ON FIXTURE
	 • WELD FIRST CROSSMEMBER 	 • SEQUENTIALLY WELD NEXT [> • ROTATE FIXTURE 1200
• LOCA fE 4 CAOSSMEMBERS
	 AND 2 CORDS TO CAPS	 3 CROSSMEMBERS TO CAPS	
• REPEAT SEQUENCEALONG ONE SIDE	 WITH CURD CAPTUHE WELDS
	 FOR NExI SIDE
a
Figure 4-4. Truss fabrication plan.
Figure 4-5. Truss assembly operations.
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an\- IIs. t,a"h locator hole was predriIIed throutli tilt` cap to a (Iepth of 1.:1 rill into the
am iI.
The mils WVre 1. 01110 'ed front the fixture and div locator holes in tilt, anvils de-
burred. ''tu,rt phves of cai, \\ere tht'n installed on tach anvil along one silt` of the
fixture and drilled to match the locator holes in Olt` am [is. I';lis was done to prepare
fill- a practice run math` using nhol't pities of crossnlenlbor and lengths of cord so
that :111 Steps rtxluired to asstml,le onv SO of side illelrllers could he pel-fornled. Phis
i,roeedure l)ro\'t'd tO ht` V:duahle in Working out Some procedural and tt`t'lulit': ► l I,rohlerlls.
Tilt` Ultrasonic welder was set up to pol-forn, truss welding, as shmm in Fi!gill-e
4-6. A st:uldard con mcmial welder (Branson 11ode1 . 1 600) WAS Illaced on a t: ► l,lt`
e1111illped to mist` and lower Olt` \\'t`idt`r \\ath :l 11\dralllle lift Int'ChaillSlll, anti lilt,\e It
frtlnl st.' ► tion to Station oil wheels. An all\ it sui,llOrt. bolted tO tilt` haSe of tilt` \rt`ldt`r,
straddled the adjacent cross11lt`nlher and pro\ ided the load path for Ole force Applied
to flit , \\ele horn during welding.
The Con\air-de\elol,ed multi-Shot weld horn is equipped with a short 1.1;111111
t( ► .of,3 in
	 di:u11eter II it , rcillo pill. '1711 is I,in is 1,ro\ ided :1S part of the I)ean1 huiItler
operating collccpt to act as a fulcrum MCI- \\hieh tilt` diagonal Cord is \\rapped. The
\\rapping is doll(' before start of Olt` \\eld e\rle, Wlich attaeheS tilt` erossult`nlber to
tilt` e:11) and ealltul•t'S tilt` Cord \\idlin the Wcld one. For asst`mhl\ of the l"I's, all
CIms lilt , ill ht ,
	\cure lxlsitioned on tilt` predrilled pierce-pun holes and maintained in
iumitloll h\ lotating Ibis inscMud 111 vmT hole as shoun In FiMre 4-7.
Aftcr positioning the N':`lt;e l' oil flit' all\ Il l tilt' it,l'atlilt; 11111 was rt`nim ed and ti,v
\ce10 horn nlanuall^ lo\\ered to insert tilt` piel-ce-pin in Olt` drilled hole. After leveling
and ali .^ Ulillg the horn anti :111\ Il support, tilt` l'of't! \\'as ImsUhmvd at;amst tilt` I l in and be-
fa't`ell the Cal` And t'1 •oSsllienihei • .	 For tilt` first crossnit`1"Wr. tilt` colas \\'t`i't` align"I
hilt not tensiollt`d, SKCv It was olll\' nt`eessary to cal tort' tilt` cords oil this (ir!,t weld.
( 1 11 sill setluent welds. the f'ol'ds \\'err first Aligned againsl the pierce-pill, i illlt`tl in
tension usin:, a fish scale, tllell wrapped over tilt` i,it`rct — hill \cllilc maintailling tension
until the cord ill-,t touched the locating: pin at Olt` next crossnlein her st: ► t ►on. .\t this
point, the weld i,ressure was applied to eland, the cord het\ceen the croSStllenlher and
Cat) :llld the tetlsloll 10311 At lilt` fish Se: ► le 1\aS rCJUCed to	 I'-' lhl.
Tilt , \\eld
 Sequence was then initiat('(].
During the practice rum, it was found that illaillulillint, al)lllieti tension on the cord
durint( \\t`iding; callsed tilt' cord to 11 real., This "as atti' ► hlltAN to An tnvrsoht in lilt'
desitll of Ole weld till pierce-"Sill which alltmed tilt' cord to hear on the pill during;
\\eldim, This could ha\'(' 1well 1 • emedit'd h\ iilodlf\ in!, flit` \\'old til l . it \\:Is found that
rt'diwi111; the allplit'd cord tension just before \\t'Iding dill not cause loss of tt`iltiion in
the installed Se9i11ent of cord. '!'his was \erified h\ chet-Ung; tut' tension in each cord
S0g1Ilellt aftt`r it \\' :Is \\eldt'd. This alt( . l •nati\ . r ass"" IS method "as used G 1 prmt`nt
. .abut, dell\ in asse111hling Ole I"I's.
I -.)
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Figure 4-7. Finished weld joint.
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1.:'.1 1 1T, IAIAII INTIWDl't'TI0N F l	 GS. :after the 1 1TS was asst-rllhleil, the entl
load ill troductit , ll fittings %%crt' position ed and installet? \\ itll the Iruss still on the asselll -
bly fixturr. flit , load introduction fittings consisted of alunlinunl form lilecks inserted
Into the crd of each cal, :uld hrared With alunlinillll Xigles as slitmil in V ipirt , I-S.
Before hondinI- the t'o -ill blocks inside the cal l s, all parts were fahricatcd, installetl
Mid inspected for 1 1 erpolidicularih. of the end Manes to the center line of file h-us• :uul
fill- p.11-:111elisill tit' dlc Intl planes to each ofller. OnlY one set of fords I)IOCks at one end
were horded in place while the truss was still on the fLxtlire. This was ti, allow the
t i •I SS to oe removed from the fixture b y slitiing it o ff at one end.
final alipilnent checks and per11iancnt bonding of flit' second set of form blocks
tA101, 1 1 111e1' After the PTS 11a", l'elnoved from the fixture. Ali`;llllellt inrpeetioils
rlladr before and after bonding t1w ferns blocks in place.
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4.2.2 PTS INSTRl -'MENT:\T1UN. a Wtal of 36 ;Dial strain gages were instilled by
C'onvair on the PTS, as shown in Filnlre -1 - 41. All other test instruniontation was pro-
vided by JSC.
CAP 1
CAP 3	 CAP 2
7.62 CM
yl --	 - -
BAY 0
	
BAY 1
^ 1 BAY
1/2 
BAY
BAY
TYPICAL
-i ill
BAY 2
BASE PLANE
1
^I
BAY 3
STRAIN RAGE WIRE
• 26 GAUGE
	
LOCATION ON CAP S / I	 • 3 CONDUCTOR COLOR CODED
	
\/\	 • IDENTIFIED AT FREE END
\	 • 15 FEET EXTRA LENGTH AT BASE
• SECURED WITH TAPE
L2;t 3
350-OHM STRAIN GAGE
S1 RAIN GAGE	 • 36 PLACES
IDLNTIFICATION	 • BONDED&SEALED
B C-L	 • GAGE FACTORS & KSISTANCES
SUPPLIED WITH TRUSS
Figaire 1 -9. "Truss strain gage insLallation.
The conllllotrd 1 1 177, as shown in Figiirc 1 - 10, was skid -mounted and lx-)xcei for
shipment to . ISc. The I'Ts was shipped to JSC on 17 . tune 19SO. 1 - inal accopt iIICC
was nlade ,
 A -ISC on D1) Form 250.
Figure 4-10. Finished prototype test truss segment.
-1.3 WCAL, EFFECTS
The task flow and interrelationships for development of the local effects data is dia-
,ranuned in 'Figure -1-11. Local effects refers to the beha^-ior and failure character-
istics of the open section truss cap members under axial load as a column. It is
known that the open section caps are subject to local buckling, column huckling, and
torsional instability when subjected to column loading. To preolet local effects, anal%--
sis of local stability
 and column stability using measured material properties was per-
formed. The predictions were then tested by performing short column crippling tests
and long; column tests. A technique for measuring local cap rotation duc to the effects
of torsional instabilith was de\ , eloped and tested. The results of the column tests were
to be compared with the results of the PTS compression load test to determine
the end constraints or end fixity of the PTS. If the end fixity of the PTs is
known, the behavior of a long truss can t hen be predicted.
-:t
PROPERTIES I	
ANLAL	 DISPLACEMENT
ALYISIS
	
CRIPPLING
 	 I	 I MEASUREMENTT
COLUMN
STABILITY	 . 	 COLUMN	 TRUSS
ANALYSIS	 TESTS	 TESTS
END-
CONSTRAINT
ANALYSIS
Figure 4-11. Local effects data development.
4.3.1 CAP 'MATERIAL PROPERTIES. The characteristics and average properties
for the GR/TP composite material used for the FITS cap members are given in Sub-
s cc tion 5.1.
Since elastic flexural stiffness constants cannot he derived from the basic mech-
anical properties data for a single-plv woven cloth material, three flexural tests were
performed on coupons in the longitudinal and transverse directions. The test results
were used to derive the elastic constants D 11 , D ,) ,), and D312 as shown in Figure 4-12
(Reference 5).	 y
L nfortunately, the usual test methods for determining the hvisting elastic constant
066 were not applicable to single-ply material. Accordingly, three one-edge-free
buckling tests were conducted and the value of D 66 was computed as shown in Figure
4-12.
4.3.2	 CAI. tiTAl3ILITY ANALYSIS A`;h TEST. The structural analysis of general
shells STAGS computer code (Reference) was used for local stahilit} • anlyses of the
cap. Loth bifurcation buckling and nonlinear collapse anal y ses were obtained using
nominal thickness, 0.635 cm (0.025 in.), and the material properties. A diagram of
the STAGS model is shown in Figure 4-13, inc • !uding the half section used in analvses.
STAGS is a finite difference code where rows and columns are defined as shown, re-
spectively; also, coordinates and displacement components arc indicated. There are
four branches to the model and 25 rows were used %vith a total Icngth ILI of 63.5 cm
(25 in. ). The results of both the bifurcation and nonlinear collapse analyses are
4-10
D11 = 18.5
D22 = 1.405
D 12 = 0.576
72 D 1 1 	 2 D66
L/2t	 b2 
IQ
D66 = 0.30
• FLEXURAL PROPERTIES
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i
(SIM TO ASTM D-790)
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SUPPORTED
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b
FREE
Figure 4-12. Flexural and buckling properties tests.
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Fipire 4-13. Vinite-4ffei-m ce modl-I for STAGS.
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presented in Figure 4-1 .1, which shows the total compression lead P c , versus the non-
dimensionalized end shortening, u/L. This type of plot Is an expedient means of com-
paring; analyses with trst.
16+00
1400
1200
end load
d (I b.
1000
.011
600
400
200
4	 6	 10
U/1. 110 -4 i
1 nd 1410ntning 1 1 erkou
Figure 4-1 .1. Predicted) local buckling and end shortening for
crippling; test specimens.
4.3.3 CRIPPLING TFSTS. TWO crippling; Wst_s of the cap were performed which pro-
Vide the Ioc;e1 hLIC :lint; streng-11i beha1 for and the crippling strength. Spe+ciinens t-%%•o
feet in leng &01 Were used for this test and the ends \^ere carefully glutted in steel hlocks
to ohuin uniformity of the compression load.
A specinien is shown during; test in Fib^.Ire .1-15. axial strain 1-,ages were in.,uilled
on each of the three curs ed elements. but the readings were not close . , probably clue to
irregnllarities in the uniformity of the material . Accordinid% , "he strains are not re-
ported here.
4-1:
Fignure 4-15. Cap column crippling test set-up.
The end-shortening: plots for the two tests are presented in Figure 4-16. Both tests
reached a crippling; load of about K00 pounds. The Bifurcation buckling; loads were
.120 and 460 pounds, which do not compare to the STAGS analyses sho\m in Figure 4-14.
The reason for this is that the cap varied in thickness and ranged from 0. ", 11 - 0.0,10mm
(0.0"- 1, - 0.03 in.) as compared to 0. 35nini (0.0°_S in.) used in the analysis. This
thickness variation was the result of thc intermittent compaction process discussed in
Subsection 2.1.
The bifurcation buckling; load is proportional to the thickness cubed. According)',
the calculated bifurcation buckling load may be adjusted as indicated in Figure 4-16.
Thus, the ratios of the test load to the corrected load are 0. — for specimen 1
and 0.97 for specimen '_. These ratios do sho%% good correlation Betweet, analyses
and test, despite die fact that the specimen thickness varied almg; the length and there
was some dek-ree of Icng,'rtlm ise cu mature.
4-13
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Figure 4 - 16. Crippling test results.
4.3.3.1 Short Column Analysis. Compression buckling of the cap between lateral
supports fall-, inti) th,- short column category, which is dependent on the crippling
strength and the slenderness ratio L !P where:
	
L	 L/ +/C
C = end-fWty coefficient at the lateral supports
	
P	 minimum radius of kn • ration of the cross-section
The value for C is, at present. an unknown. For expediency, the nondimenslonal
short ('olunin buckling cures presented in Figure 1-1 7, (Reference 6) may be used to
estimate the column buckling st
c
	e^ng h. The curve for the cap ++^ould intersect the ordi-
ro ,
	
nate at a value of 1 F	 1: ) • lU .
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Figure 4-1 7, . Nondimcnsional buckling curves.
The crippling strength is:
1,-	
her 800 lb
The mean thickness is:
X0.031 in.
The• developed lcngth of cross section = 7.5 in.
Fcc	 800/(7.5 0.031) zz34 .10 psi1
E 	 -	 19.6 r 10 0 psi
co
	 ^	 6	 ;
	
/ El - 10 - (34-10'19.6 - 101	 10(F 	 - 0.1 .5
Witli this Value of 0.175, the column curve is drawn as a dotted curve in Figure
l-1 7 .+hich indicates that tfic short column crippling; s trength and the 1ong column
buckling strength are virtually the same. ( - onsequently, the critical long column
load should be about 800 pounds, were It n(4 for the effects of' torsional instabilit'v,
%%h ich is discussed next.
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•3.3.4 TORSIONAL C\STARILITY ANALYSIS. A thin-walled open section colunin may
exhibit torsional insLihility when subjected to compression loading if the free length
is sufficientl y large. Otherwise, the member may be subject to short or long (F.uler)
column buckling. In some cases, the structure may be affected ')y the interaction of
torsional and column buckling.
For expediency in the stability analysis of the cap over one hay lenkth, the effects
of the cross members and diagonals are assumed to provide simple support at the
ends and complete restraint against rotation at the ends.
The STAGS computer code with the nonlinear option %vas chc.sen for this analyses.
There arc two options for the STAGS finite difference model.
a.	 Input user written initial imperfections that impose a maximum rotation
at miuspan, tapering to zero at the ends. The configuration of the im-
perfections is shown in Figure 1-1 14. Notice that these imperfections
will result in torsional instahilit' v and may also impose lateral bending
of the cap, V.11iCh WMIld tent] to move the two free edges closer together.
To accomplish the analysis of this model, local buckling of the flat skies
must be precluded. This can he accomplished by arbitraril y
 assuming
taut the transverse flexural stiffness of the flat elements is large cnouoi
Figure 4-1'-. Cap cress-secti(.n
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to preclude local buc';ling. This procedure will not affect the tor-
slon:u Instahility analYsis. In the present problem, the transverse
flexural stiffness had to be eight times as large as tae actual value.
Accordingly, a half-model «ith 10 rows (Sce Figure 4-13) was suffi-
+ ient fir the analysis.
I,.	 Vse the same model as described ibove, but accommodate local huck-
ling of the flat sides Instead of precluding it. This would require about
125 row's instead of 10 required in option a, so that there are a suffi-
cient numher of rows on each half-wave of the local buckling eigemec•tor.
The local hackling model for nonlinear behavior would need an additional
user-%%ritten subroutine for local imperfections to supplement the long
wave imperfections discussed in option a.
Because of huoget limiLitions and lack of prior experience similar to the analysis
discussed In either option, it was decided to pmcced with option a. O;.)tion h would
probably require double the ecmputer time need for option a. Howe v er, since local
buckling, and torsional instability were anal yzed separatel y , interac tion anal y sts was
required, using the divory developed in Reference a. For furtl-,er analysis of the cap,
c• erL• cin section properties are required. For the cap shown in Figure 1-IS, :c user-
written He%%lett-Pac • kart program Was used to ohUin the foll(ming section properties:
A	 0.1461l in	 N	 1. 15 in
1	 41	 0.l.	 in	 I	 = 0 2215 in
x x	 %IV
An approximate an._:;-Sis for the location of the shear center was performed h.: use
of Reference 4. and the location '.s as shown in Figaire 4-1 s . The result, of tho STAGS
anal yses for nonlinear torsional instahilit %%ith flexv -al buckling precluded is shm%n in
Figure 1 -la. Thus, the torsional collapse • load i.-4:
1' c	90011)i
and the ilexur:d column buckling load ifro>m Subsection -1.3.3.11 is:
e
i'	 -00 L.
T
The allowahtc compression rollapsc load, accounting for interaction effects is
determined as follows:
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Figure 4-19. Predicted compression load versus tangential displacement of
free edges due to torsional instability.
The interaction equation (Reference :3-1, Eq. 88) is in the form
c	 c	 2
1 - PF	 1 - P	 1T	 - 	 SG	 (eq 1-1)
P`Pc
	
per	 er	 p
where
P^ - allowable compression collapse load, and equal to the smallest
cr
root of the equation.
p	 -- polar radius of gZ , ration about the shear center
p
The value for p is computed from
P
I	 - I	 - A I" C G	 'a	 (eq 4-2)
P ^I Vs	 vv
pp=:3.54 in
Solving equation (4-2) for the smallest root
Pc	 442 lb
cr
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Since initial imperfections were applied in the STAGS analyses, displacements of
the free edge occurred at the outset. Accordingly, the bifurcation point for torsional
instability cannot be determined from Figure 4-19. Also, a STAGS bifurcation analyses
was not performed because it had been found previously to be highly unconservative for
some unkno%&m reason.
4.3.5 COLI'AIN TESTS g DISPLACEITENT 1IFASt'REAIENT. The cap column test
specimen was patted in parallel steal en I plates for the purpose of testing with a uni-
form comparison load. It was (.riginally planned to have a slenderness ratio (L 'P= 61)
equivalent to one bay of the PTS with pinr_ed ends. However, due to limited height of
the testing machine, the specimen was reduced in lend to 24:3.8 cm (96 in. ) which
resulted in a slenderness ratio of 51. Fortunatelv, this does not affect the column
(flexural) buckling characteristic because of the insensitiviry to the slenderness ratio,
as indicated in Figure 4-17. The test setup for the column test is shown in Figure 4-20.
• TEST SET-UP	 • FREE SLIDING FORM BLOCKS
STRAIN
GAGE
244 CNI (96 IN.)
TEST SPECIMEN
• MID SPAN TRAVEL BLOCK
Figure 4-:.O. Cap column test setup.
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To test for torsional Instabilih . , complete restraint tt) twist was provided at two
locations, .1 dist;lilct, apart t4lual te) one haY length. 1 1:1.-1 rill (56. 1 in. 1, at the center
of the specimen. These restraints wvrc fret,-sliding forni blocks that cm lit he set lit)
to allow column huckl'ull; about either principal axis. A contoured wooden stop with
clear:uice to the outside of the ( , at) of about t1.a cm (t1. 1" in.) was providc-d at the center
of the c(IIIIlnTl for two purposes:
a.	 To provide vistud t,videnev of torsion (rotation) of the cross section.
h.	 To prevoilt runaway torsional collapse of the sliecinlen.
The technique used to measure cap rotation at tilt , center is shown in Fitntre . 1-21 .
A beam from a staticnar y	laser was reflected from a small mirro- bonded to the
• St T UP	 • GI OMI TRY
Figaire 1-"-1.	 (',Ill 	 measurement.
top of the vale 'wctioll. Alit, reflected lit-aiii was pri)ieeteil olio) a paper screen located
1. 15 ill (12.1 (11.) front the mirror for test 1, and i.2; ni (166 in.) fT-m the mirror for
test 2. The laser was placed Witliin '..-,ni (:) S ill.) of the mirror. Differences in dt -
flections of the spot oil 	 screen Deere marled off as the column Wa-S loaded in 222.41N
1.-,I I lb) increments. The apparctit rotation, to , of the cap section could then he computed
using the cvlirit ion shown in Figni re 1-21 .
•1-'-'tt
Other Ins trunit'nt:ation included an end displacement transducer, a load cell W
measure axial load, and three axial strain gages mounted on the outside radii of the
cap near the upper end plate.
The blots of the column end displacement and amptarent crap rotation versus
end load for the two tests are shown in Figures 4-22 and 4-23. During test I.
it became evident that the column was experiencing comhaned local hucUing and
torsional instability, due to both upward and lateral displacement of the laser
beam. The beam displacements increased with each land increment. At between
400 and 450 lb, the displacement of the beam changed abruptly tazlJ the clip con-
t;aeted the center travel block. The test w;is terminated at this point .
Test 2 tt:as considered to be a more critical test of actUal loading conditions %o.hen
installed in a truss. With the cap free to flex in the weakest direction, tllr• interaction
of colnln hucIding and torsional instability would be the most severe. During; the test it
was visihl '• observed that the cap section at mid-span was rotntin}; mci moving lmerall}
and the call
	 were closin together. Th<` cap section conLacted the travel hlock at
a load of between 375 and .100 II,. 'Tile test was terminated at this point.
At ain. as \\ith t11C short cril,l,lin" specimen, three axial ,train ga ges showed \:aried
la:adinh charactt,ristics. This is attrihut'ahle to tilt , irregularities in the strai0ltness
and till if„rnlit". of the cap section :in(] lateral displacement induced hY column huclding.
It was not po.sihle to show accurately what tilt , true rotation of the cap was at rtlid-
sp:an. The lateral displaceallent had little eft'`ct ,n the laser I,eanl shot ,lisplacenlerlt;
hi , wever, tilt' closini, of the cap section edges could have had a si},mificant effect on the
slot a lispL•u• erlt,nt. It WOUld, therefore, have been best tA, have placed the mirror on
tha pex of the cap section to preclude the effects of ed};e closure.
The compression collapse load is presumed to 	 occurt ed at :;Si t Wltttt lb. "Thus,
illere is reasonahle agreetllent hetween test and tllt ,ory ,here:
pe	 (experimental :z^ :375 11)
cr
1 ,	 (tilt oretica1)
cr
The displacenl( .nts of the fret , edges are slue to the interaction 4 cap roL' ion,
Iocal distortions, and lateral 1wridin:; deflections of the cap. 'I'hcre wati insufficient
n„nlint ,ar anal y ses performed ti) oht:ain the displacement:" fer correlation \\ith test.
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4.4 TEST PLAN
A recommended instrumentation and test plain was prepared by Convair and sub
mitted to NASA/JSC. This plan is included in this report as appendix A.
4.5 PTS TEST RESULTS
The PTS Was subjected to four recommended tests at JSC's Structure and Mechanics
Laboratory: cap transverse stiffness. torsional stiffness, torsional damping, and
axial compression. The flexurv'. stiffness ,and damping tests were not performed
because of scheduling conflicts with Orbiter structural tests.
The fragility of the PTS was inadvertently demonstrated during test prepara-
tions when accidental contact by personnel with the truss resulted in fracture of
a crossmember, two broken cords, and elongation of one cord. Repairs were per-
formed prior to testing to replace the three damaged cords by bonding new cords
to the cap members with the proper amount of tension applied. The broken cross-
member was repaired by bonding a splice section of crossmember over the damaged
area. These repairs were designed to restore the PTS to it 	 of structural
perform:ante capabilit y needed to complete ZIh e test sequence.
4.5. 1 TEST SEQUENCE l: CAP TRANSVERSE STIFFNESS. The cap transverse
stiffness test setup is shown in Figure 4-24. A maximum load of 222.4N (50 IN
was applied in 44. 5N ( 10 lb) increments. Deflection readings of' the loaded cap
were made with an LVDT located radjacent to the load application point. A dial
gauge was added for runs on caps 2 and 3 to measure deflection at the cross-
member station. Two load/deflection tests were performed on each cap.
0
fL00R
Fi1,Ture 4 24. C ip transverse stiffness test setup.
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The initial calculation of local cup deflection did riot included the contribution
of the crossmembers to the overall deflection. After performing the first cup
deflection test, it was evident that the c:rossmember deflections were sa.gnificant.
A local cap deflection of nearly 6.4 mm ( 0.25 in . ) was measured when only it 1 mm
( 0.04 in. ) deflection had been Computed. The deflection of the center of the cap
member wars recalculated by JSC personnel using the theorem of the cap as a
continuous beam on elastically sinking supports. By measuring the deflection at
a crossmember support station, the calculated mid-span deflection showed good
correllation with the measured value.
Figure 4-25 shows typical results of the cap deflection tests. The average
local cap transverse stiffness for the six runs was 33.5 k N/m ( 191.3 lb/in), with
a standard deviation of ±1.8 k N/m (±10.3 lb/in).
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Figure 4-25. Cap transverse stiffness characteristic.
4.5.2 TEST SEQUENCE 2: TORSIONAL STIFFNESS TEST. The torsional stiff-
ness test was performed as shown in Figure 4- 26. The PTS was oriented verti
call• . with the base clamped t o the floor of the test area. The torsion was
applied manuall y
 at the top of the truss segment. with a t0l'(lUe-reading wrench.
through a:ie centroid of a balanced fixture. A cardboard grid marked to indicate
degrees of angular rotation was installed cat the top of the PTS.
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The iruss segment was twisted in 1 degree increments up to 5 degrees, first
clockwise, then counterclockwise, and the applied torque was read from the torque
wrench. The torque vs. angular rotation from the elockw i ;e and counterclockwise
runs of this stiffness test are shown in Figure 4-27. From this figure. the tor-
sional stiffness parameter, KG. may be derived from the torsional stiffness
expression as fol: . wti:
_r _ 0 Where 8 is rotation in radians and	 430.2 cmKG	 I ( 169.4 inches) .
For
	 = 5 1 , T = 135.58 N-m ( 100 ft-lb)
KG _ (135.58)(4.302)(57.3)
5
KGJ = 6.695 x 10 3 N -111 2 (2.33 x 10 6 lb-in2)
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Fib-ure 4 27. Torsional stiffness test results.
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The recorded tension values for one strain gauLred and load calihratea cord in
Bay No. 3 for the clockwise torque application indicated a maximum increase of 60N
( 13.5 lb) when the torque was increased from 0 to 135 . 58 N -m ( 100 ft - lb) . This in-
crease was about 142 N ( 32 lb) less than simple truss calculations would predict.
4.5.3 TEST SEQUENCE 3: TORSIONAL DAMPING TEST. The test setup for the
torsional damping test was the same as that described for the torsional stiffness
test. The PTS was rotated clockwise 44 1
 and instantaneously released, and then
5° counterclockwise and instantaneously released. An Oscillograph recording of
the tangential accelerations of an accelerometer mounted at the top of cap No. 2
was made after each release of load. The natural frequency for the structure in
torsion for both the clockwise and counterclockwise cases was 3.33 Hz, and the
torsional damping coefficient was derived by scaling the acceleration amplitude
from two successive cycles and substituting the logarithmic decrement expression:
1	 ( NtC /Cer = , loge
^r \t+r
Whe re C/Ccr is the ratio of the damping coefficient to the critical damping coeffi
cient, and Y is the acceleration amplitude. For the clockwise run the value of
C /Cer calculated is 1.2% and for the counterclockwise it is 3.2%.
The recorded acceleration amplitude for the counterclockwise test fell off'
abruptly after the first cycle. which indicated some high initial damping factor
which cannot be explained. Since onl} , one test run was made it is not known if
this phenomenon was repeatable. There is no apparent reason why the PTS
torsional damping should be dependent on the wind-up direction. The damping
response of the counterclockwise test was more uniform and is considered a
more valid test.
4.5.4 TEST SEQUENCES 4 & 5: FLEXURAL STIFFNES S
 AND DAMPING TESTS.
The test sequences for the flexural stiffness and flexural damping were omitted
because of a conflict with higher priority Orbiter test programs.
4.5.5 TEST SE QUENCE 6: AXIAL COM PRESSION TE ST. Test Sequence No. 6
of +he Structural Test Plan for the PTS wi s conducted in building 1:3 at JSC on
October 27, 1980. For this test sequence, the test article was oriented vertically
with the base clamped to the floor beams of the test area. The axial compression
toad was applied by a single hydraulic actuator via a ball and -ocket nttachment
to a loading plate on top of the test article. The loading plate distributed the
single applied force equally to each of the three longitudin;il cap members. A
photograph of the test setup is shown in Figure 4-28.
The test plan called for three test runs: the first of which was to determine
the compressive load at which local buckling of the caps occurred, the second was
to evaluate post buckling strength, and the third run was to be ai loading run to
failure in order to establish the ultii;mte compressive strength of the truss segment .
The first run was successfull y completed, but prior to the st;irt of the ultimata
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strength run. a compressive load of unknown magnitude was suddenly and
inadvertently applied by the test operator and this load resulted in failure of
the caps of the test article.
I.
Figure 4 28. PTS axial compression test.
4.5.3.1 Instrumentation. Sixty-six channels of instrumentation consisting of
4 load cells. 7 LVDT deflections, 52 strain gauges, and 3 acoustic emission
counters were electronically recorded during the test. In addition to these
electronicall y recorded measurements, three lasers were used to measure the
angular rotation of the three caps. These measurements are described as
follows:
a. Load Cells. One load cell was located between the h y draulic actuator
and the loading plate to measure the total applied load to the test
article. and one load cell was located between the loading plate and
each of the three longitudinal caps of the PTS to measure t1-.c distri-
bution of the applied load to each cap. The '-3ad cell at the top of
Cap No. 3 can be seen in f = igure 4-28.
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b. Deflection Measurements. One LVDT was located at the centroid of the
loading plate and one LVDT was located r.t the top end of each of the
three caps to measure axial deflections, and three LVDTs were mounted
in Bay 2 to measure the lateral deflection of each cap.
c. Strain Gauges. Fifty-one strain gauges were installed on the PTS cap
members and one strain gauge was glued to one of the diagonal cords in
Bay 3.
d. Acoustic Emission. Microphone transducers were mounted oil 	 of the
three beam caps in Bay 3 in order to monit-)r the acoustic emissions during
loading of the PTS .
e. Laser Beam Measurements. The angular rotation of the PTS cap members
was obtained using three C.W. Radiation, j miiliwatt helium neon lasers.
The laser beams were reflected b y 1/8-inch diameter front silvered
mirrors attached to the apexes of the PTS cap members at &d raid-bay
points onto flat target surfaces located 5.36 m and 6.02 m away. Each
laser was installed in-plane with three mid-bay mirrors to allow the
beam to be directed to each mirror by rotating the laser.
Cardboard was h'tached to the flat target surfaces with graph paper
taped to the cardboard. A permanent record of reflected laser beam
positions could thus be obtained by placing a pencil mark where th,
beam struck the paper.
A reference mirror was attached to it indicator magnetic stand and
supported from the backstop for each laser. This allowed and change
in the position of n laser to be detected.
1.5.5.2 Compression Test Results. The maximum applied compressive load for
the bifurcation test run was 3.43 kN (772 lb) . The load cells at the top of each
cap indicated flint this applied loud wits distributed equally within about 1.5% to
the three longitudinal caps. The axial deflection measurellientti of the caps were
used (luring this test run to indicate the onset of initial local buckling of the
carps. The axial and angular deflection versus axial load ill
	 No. 1 and cap
No. 3 is shown in Figure 4-29. The LVDT tit the top of cap No. 2 gave very
erratic readings and wits disconnected. From these deflection plots. it appears
that the cap load at which local buckling first appears is between 756N and SOON
( 170  180 lb) . The magnitude of the cap strains at the maximumum applied load
were all relatively small (less than 500..m/m). The magnitude of the maximum
cap load applied was not sufficient to produce meaningful strain gauge data.
The acoustic emissions which were monitored during the first test run
showed the number of recorded emissions increased with increasing load in an
orderly fashion and there was no asymptotic increase in the acoustic emission
counts which is the signal for impending failure.
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FiKure 4-29. Cap displacement and rotation versus end load.
The bifurcation test for onset of initial buckling and/or torsional instability
was riot repeated because the test article was accidently destroyed while setting
up for the next run. The cap rotation measurements from the test that was per-
formed indicated that the caps do rotate very gradu rilly as load is applied and
the rate of rotation shows it tendency to increase after the bifurcation point is
reached. The Ftrain gauge dilta suggested that local buckling is also developing,*
as load is applied; however. the data were inconclusive as to buckling; behavior
after the bifurcation point is reached.
4.5.6 DISCUSSION OF PTS TEST RESULTS. Although the PTS test program was
only partinlly completed, it did yield it number of important findings about its
design and characteristics. "These include the following,*:
It. The diagonal cord members are riot easily seen when working in proximity
to the truss. This makes them vulnerable to breakage. It was also found
that the cords are easily broken because the cord capture weld may cause
a localized weak spot right at the edge of the weld. 'These findingr s indi-
cate th- need for further improvements in the cord and weld joint design.
b. The cap transverse stiffness test indicated tile need to pro%-ide more
stiffness at the crossmember stations to minimize the deflections of thy,
caps at mid-bay when subjected to a local transverse load. These are
the loads that would be unposed by the devices which would handle the
truss beams on an assembly jig; during in-space assembly of large
platforms.
The axial load test stiu%vs the truss to be structurally adequate for it
SCAFE application where maximum predicted loads on the cap members
are less than 445 N ( 100 lb) . Further testing would ret'eal to what
extend the truss could operate in the post buckling loud range without
damage or deterioration. Also. more testing and a nalysis of material
characteristics and open section cap members would lead to much more
precise methods of predicting, the structural performance of the truss.
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CRAII HITE COMPOSITF MATEIII 1.
In addition to the forming, welding, trims ni.inufacture and '.ocal effects L'tsks, Convair
prodded samples of graphite/thermoplastic (GR /TP) consolidated strip material for
testing in a NASA/LaRC material space en v ironmental test program. This section de-
scribes the material used in this program, the material provided to LaRC, and Lye
natim, of the ens ironmentil tests which were performed h} . LaRC.
5.1 FOWMING, W1 I.[)I\t, & ' RI - SS \l:1TEIIIAL
The GR'TP composite material used in each of tic program Lisks reporWd in the pre-
ceding sections is a h y brid single-ply woven graphite and glass cloth impretniated % fit},
l'nion Carhide's P-1 7-00 polysulfone resin and coated with TiO-2 piIm,1 ,•nted P-17M, rest .
The material characteristics are as shown in Figure 5-1. The extensional properties
\%'er( • measured at room temperature after consolidation.
• CONSTRUCTION	 •
COATING (2)
\	 • PIGMENTE
•	 t=0.002 IN.
EXTENSIONAL PROPERTIES
;,TRENGTH (KSI)
F TX = 68.1
FT Y = 23.6
D	 FC., = 36.2
F CY _ 17.6
FS	 2.6
COMPOSITE STRIP	 A MODULUS (MSI)
•	 SINGLE-PLY ETX
	
=	 16.0
•	 GRAPHITE (X)
ETY	 =	 1.12•	 GLASS (Y)
•	 P1700 RESIN ECX	 = 20.7
•	 t = 0.025 IN. ECY	 =	 1.95
A EXPANSION	 (k.IN./IN. -OF)
CTE X = -0.41
F ipire -)-1.	 Material characteristics.
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All forming, welding, and truss fabrication was performed with strip material
from the same batch. This material was procured from Fiberite, Corp., and deli-
vered to Convair in March 1979. It was the fourth in a series, of material designs
developed and tested by Convair in conjunction with automated in-space fabrication
technology IRAD.
5.2 SPACE ENV:ROMMENTAL TEST MATERIAL
The GR/TP composite material supplied to NASA/LaRC for their space environmental
test program was similar to the material used in the forming, welding, and truss fab-
brication tasks. The 968 cm 2 (150 in.-' ) of consolidated strip material delivered to
NASA/LaRC on 7 November 1979 was taken from the pre% ious batch of hybrid graphite/
glass polysulfone composite material tested by Convair. A detailed description of this
composite strip material is as follows:
a.	 Fiber (56' by volume):
(1) Warp:	 PAN 50 Graphite; 6K tows; 44 per inch
S-Glass; 12 end ro\ ing; 11 per inch
(2) Fill:	 S-Glass; 12 end roving; 12 per inch
(3) Construction:	 Single-ply; 5-harness satin skip-draw
b.	 Resin (44' by volume): P-1700 Polysulfone
C.	 Processing:
(1) Weaving and prepregging by vendor (Fiberite)
(2) Delivered to GDC in '.March 1978
(3) Consolidation by heated press at GDC; final thickness = .032
(4) Stored in materials lab ambient environment
d.	 Properties (Room temperature test values):
(1) Strength (KSI):
FTX = 82.:3; FC1	 1:1.1 FS = 3.6
FTY = 19.2; FCY - 10.8
12) Modulus (1IS11:
F T`	 17.1; E TA_ = 1.0
5 
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NASA/LaRC planned to perform flexure tests on miniature material coupons to
determine mechanical properties before and after exposure to the following radiation
levels:
a. 1 bieV electrons
b. 1 x 10 10 rails ( _ '30 years at GEO)
C.	 20°C and 1?0°C each exposure
The results of this testing are to be published b y LaRC.
f^
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This section summarizes the cm ^lusions drawn from the Graphite Composite Truss
Welding and Cap Section Forming Subsystems program and provides recommendations
for , uhsequent technology development efforts associated with these key beam-builder
-n. ants.
6.1 CONCLUSIONS
Conclusions are presented in the subject sequence of the preceding text.
6. 1.1 CAP FORI\IING TECHNOLOGY
a. The Convair-developed roll forming process represents a viable and
efficient solution to the problem of roll forming graphite composite
material beam cap members in an automated beam builder s y stem for
in-space fabrication of large space structures.
b. _Minor irregularities observed in cap sections due to unresolved heat-
in ,-, effects can be corrected by simple changes W the heater reflectors.
C.	 Curvature of cap members can be resolved by using strip material
of uniform thickness.
d.	 The lack of capability to produce co Ainuous strips of high quality
preprocessed graphite/thermoplastic (GR/TP) material %will impede
progress in beam builder and large space structures technalogy as
follows:
(1) Small batch production and processing will become prohibitively
expensive as greater experimental quantities are required to
support beam builder development.
(2) The effects of improper preprocessing techniques on material
structural and long-term operating behavior.
e.	 The baseline SCAFF.DS beam builder drive speed produced no speed-
related defects in roll formed caps.
t.	 The Rolltrus;on roll forming process can be adapted to drive speeds
between 10.1 cm 'see (4.0 in. 'sec) and 30.5 cm/sec (12.0 in. /sec)
through further development.
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6.1.2 ULTRASONIC WELDING TECHNOLOGY
a.	 Ultrasonic welding in vacuum produced no identifiable effect on weld
strength or resin flow characteristics.
h.	 Welding GR 'TP material which has been properly conditioned to re-
move moisture and volatiles produces no outgassing in vacuuTn.
C.	 Ultrasonic welder electronic amplifiers and controllers that are
vacuum-compatib'.e will have to be specially designed and developed
for the beam builder.
d. The piezoelectric ultrasonic transducer will operate in vacuum when
properly evacuated.
e. l'ltrasonic w•eldin.r in Vacuum produced no change in the efficiency of
the welder and no significant "seating effects on the weld horn or trans-
ducer.
f. Veld heat is conducted away from the weld primaril y in the direction
of the graphite fibers, and the rate of cooling is not significantly
different between \velds produced in air and in ^;^.uum.
g. Welder performance is affected by gra; its• bu ^ wou.d not be affected
by zero-gravih .
h. Gravity effects un the welder performance can be compensated for
by adjusting weld pressure and weld tine. Also, the stiffness of
the weld horn can he changed to preclude gravity effects.
i. The weld power characteristic during welding is sensitive to material
thickness and surface conditions, and the amount of well ener*- applied
correlates well with weld strength. \\ • eld ener*• and weld power pro-
file monitoring should be considered as in-process qualit y control para-
meters for the beam builder system.
i.	 A beam builder ultrasonic welder % g ill require automatic frequency
compensation for weld horn temperawre chan-es.
6.1.:, I'ROTOTYPF Ti'^;T "I'llt'SS
a.	 Minor modification of the truss welding horn is required to allow the
cord to be m:iintained in full timsion without breaking during welding
h.Fabricati^^n and .tssemhly of the P1'S proved that +.ticCAFEDS beam
hu ider concept is sound and no rnaior technical problems exist that
preclude its deVelopmcnt.
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C .	 The incipient buckling loads measured for the crippling test speci-
mens showed good correlation with the predicted load when
corrected for thickness.
d. The critical column huckling load for cap members would be nearly the
same as the short column crippling strength in the absence of torsional
ins,Labil ih • .
e. Interaction analysis of the combined effects of column buckling and
torsional instabilih , for the open section cap member when compared
with the column test results, showed only fair correlation. A better
test Specimen and a STAGS anal ' • sis xvliic ► accommodates both tor-
sional insttbilih• and local buckling is r, cluired to demonstrate that
the load effects analYsis is producing; reasonable results.
6.2 RECOM11FNDATIONS
The work completed on the Graphite Composite Truss Welding and Cap Section Form-
ing Subsystems program indicates the need for continued technolok and hard\^:ire
development if a tl-ul%- useable beam huilder and large space structures construction
system are to become a realih•.
ti. 2. 1 BFAM BVILDFR Tip CHNOI.OGY
a.	 Design, develop, manufacture, and test a flight qualifiable cap form-
ing module as defined in JSC specifications IIB-SS-100 and BB-CFS- 101
to ac • corliplish the follu\\•ulg:
(1) Conduct ground te•t and evaluation of vacuum and gravit y effects.
('L) Develop a precision cap dri p
 e and control technique.
(3) Optinlize heaters, temperature sensor. and temperature controls,
for :in operational space system.
(4) Conduct in-space cap forming experiments to ensure flight and
in-space operational compatibili ty.
h.	 Dcsh4n, develop, manufacture. and test a fli,iit qualifiahlc ultrasonic
WCIdcr for dW heaill huilder per VII r0luircmcnt.S of JSC :pccihcation
IM-RIS-1u I, W accomplish the fssllss\ ins;:
(1) Optimize weld head size. weigh, and efficicnev.
(2) Procicic :i Space compatilde \\eld pm%cr and control module.
(3) lncou7)orate automatic in-process dualit y
 assurance functions and
assess rel'.ability of \^ckk.
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(4) Conduct ground test and evaluation of the effects of long term
operation of the welder in %-acuum .
(5) Conduct in-space ultrasonic welding experiments to ensure flight
and in-space operational compatibility.
6.2.2 GRAPHITF TIIERMOPL -kSTIC 'MATERI.1LS TECHNOLOGY
a.	 Continue the analysis and test of single-ply woven fabric material as
follows:
(1) Determine the effects of manufacturing techniques on mates ial
properties.
(2) Conduct e%j)eriments to assess how closel 'V the coeffic• icnt of
thermal expansion of the material can be controlled and how
titlhle it remains \1ith time, temperature, and load.
(.t) Determine the fatigue of repeated loading and thermal cycling'.
(4) F.stahlish the behavioral characteristics of single-ply- versus
Imninated GR TP materials.
b. Estahiish manufacturing regUirements for GR'TP strip material which
will define the techniques regLlircd for continuous compaction, coating,
conditioning and quality assurance.
6.2.:3 LARGE ,`PACE STRI (' -n ltl:; 'I'1:C11\OU)GY
a.	 Continue to analyze, fabricate, :und test protot\-pe stricture and
structi:ral elements.
el) Test cap members for post buckling fatignie life.
(21 Perform a STAGS analYsis of the conihined effect, of local
huckling, co.lunin buc • klit► g, and torsional inst:ihilih• on cap
lead carr .%ing capahility.
h.	 Conduit test:: to determine the endurance of t russ acid	 un'ler
cyclic loading area long term static loading.
1i -.I
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1.0 SCOPE.
This document establishes the requirements for instrumentation, test preparation,
test and evaluation of the Prototype Truss Segment (F ITS) to be manufactured by Gen-
eral Dynamics Convair (GDC) and tested by the National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration, Johnson Sp„ce Center (NASA/JSC), in accordance with Contract NAS9-15973.
2.0 OBJECTIVE
The objectives of this program are to measure the principal structural characteristics
of the 3-bay PTS, and to establish corresponding characteristics for beams of identical
construction and arbitrary length, free of test length and fixit} • constraiiits. Character-
istics of interest arc: truss critical axial compression load; truss axian compressive,
torsional and flexural stiffnesses; truss dampint in torsion and flexure; and individual
cap transverse stiffness. The resulting; Values will replace those currently given in the
Beam Builder System SPecification, BB-SS-100.
3.0 APPROACH
A 3 -ba 'v truss segment, which conforms to the SCAFEDS Part Ill baseline beam con-
figuration, will be manufactured by GDC and test by NASA!J',('. Analyses will then be
performed to: (1) determine the effects of PTS length and end const r aint on the mea-
sured structural characteristics; and (2) establish corresponding characteristics for
lung, unconstrained beams. The analytical approach employs data from both the PTS
tests and GDC single-cap tests, and is also presented in this document. The specific
requirements contained in this document for instrumentation, setup, and test of the FITS,
are recommended by GDC U-) provide sufficient data to properly perform the concluding
analyses.
4.0 REQUIREMENTS
To accomplish the objectives of the test program, the PTS shall be prepar e d for test
and tested in accordance «ith the requirements of this section.
-1. 1 GDC RV.- 1P )NSIBILiTI1.S
1.1 .1	 CONFRA RATION Am)	 I':\('ryRE. The PTS shall conform to the
rcrluircmcnts and dimensions of dr.m ing; LSST-uul.
4.1.2 STTUIN GAGES. Strain gages shall be installed per 1"igaire A-I +n: (1) %,urify
proper sliLmniing during setup to assure equal axial load application ttr, the r:;ree indi-
vidual PTS epps; and 12), characterize cap behavior (luring; the .arioaa test phases.
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Figure A-1. Strain gage installation.
Gage t\jTn and cluantit} • shall be per Table A-1 . All gages shall be installed and wired
per drawing ShDV 800418 (T13S-rnC) with an additional 15 ft. of wire lenk1h provided
at the y base end of the truss.
.1. 1 .:. END 11TTI\GS. Metallic fittings shall be fahricated and bonded Into) the cap
ends per dr •i\\ing SKDV Soo 115 (TBS-GDC) and braced kith aluminum angle to facilitate
truss vcrtival support and test load introduction. The mass propertie • s of these items
shall be dcterTTiined and recorded.
4.2 NASA '.TSC RESPONSIBILITIES
-1.2.1 GF\FRAL
a.	 The follm%ing tests sha11 he conducted:
(1) Cap Transverse Stiffness
(2) PTS Torsional Stiffness
(3) PTS Torsional Damping
(4) PTS Flexural Stiffness ioptionah
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(5) PTS Flexural Damping
(R) PTS Axial Compression
(a) Case l: Axial Stiffness
(b) Case
	
Cap Buck! ing
(c) Casa 3: 11timate Stren^*	 (optional)
b.	 All tests shall be canductcd in the .JSC structural test facilih • (Bldg.13),
in the ambient environment.
C.	 Handling of the I'TS by personnel not directly Involved in necessary
test setup and operations shall be prohibited.
Test details will be dis-ussed in Subsection 4.2.:1.
To minimize tniss handling and setup time, tests should be conducted in the above
scxpience. ill' optional test G-3 is omitted. test 1 can he pei• fo^rmed after test G-2, ►
-l.'?._' TEST PRFPARAT10N
1.2. '. 1 Setup. Test 1 (Cal) Transverse Stiffness) shall be performed with the PTS in
:i horizontal position as shorn in Fi ►,`ure A-2. To facilitate PTS rotation (to lead each
PTS
	
28.23
SUFFU H 1 (tl)
Vi,^ure A	 Setup for tesi I . icap transverse Stiffness)
% -11
cap successively) the eig it supports should consist of simple bearing; blocks, either
nesting; in or straddling; each c • rossmemher. In each setup pwAtion, gaps at the support
points should be eliminated b y appropriate shimming;. and two load cycles (to '.'A n of the
xamamanu test ^• aluc` should be applied U) "set" the PTS and the instr 1 tment:ation. If the
caps distort duc to end fitting; weig,*ttt %%ith the PTS horizontal, provisions shall also be
made to interconnect and support each se a t of fittings.
All other tests shall he performf-d with the PTS in a c(-rtic • al position. Setup and
load fixture provisions for vertical testing; shall he similar U) those employed for pre-
vious testing; of the SCA FEDS proU)t} • pe truss. (Ref. Figure A-:3 and NASA '.1SC draw-
ing; ESf-STAG-1 ; . ) The design of the PTS cap 'loading plate intc-rfaee shall consider
the possibility of (different cap end fixit y requirements among; the , various W^sts.
Mass properties of :all setztp'fixturing elements which appiy inertia load fo the
PTS in :anv test shall he determined and recorded.
4.2.2.2 InstrunienL• ation. Tahle A-1 sunamarizecd the minimum instrumentation re-
quired to characterize and full' • doc • untent PTS test behavior and to satisfac • to-.11Y com-
plete the subsegiwnt analyses. Strain gage locations w-L-re shown in Fignire A-1.
Displ:acenient and load measurement locations and component axes, shall he per
I'igaire A-4. Separation shall be maintained between strain }rages and the cnntac • h aMach
points of cap lati^r:al displacement measurement (h-vices, as noted. L()ad calls on each
cap sh:ell supplement the ac • tuatvr load cell ( Fig7tre A-:31 U) equalize axial load distribu-
tion :among; the three PTS craps during setup :and to moniU)r load cdistrihution during, (-om-
pression tests ifor bifurcation onset and post-buckling hcha^ ior). Axi:il displacentcnt
shall also he measured at all load cc11 loca^.ons.
Acccl-rometcr locations and axes, for determining PTS vibration dcc • ay (T(-sLs 3
and S) shall be per Fig,'urc A -5. A visual record of th e vihraticn dec:w charactvristic•s
shall :Os.i he made, using; a minimum of t%%o motion pic • t;ire ca	 .s: one looking;
hortzonLilIv at the full Irng rth. PTS. the other looking; down thc	 .xis front above.
The use of a "t 0" flash and thc illustrated fixed reference grid-, would also aid post-
test data cv: , Iuntion and corrcl: at!on.
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ridre A-3. Setup and ff.:ture provisions for cerdcal tests.
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Vigure A-5. Vibration decay' instrumentation.
.1.'_'. TFSTIN'G. The f'TS test program shall consist of the test_ summarir.ed in
Tall!.' A-2. 'l'est, 1 and 1 arc` optional, but sh'onglY recommended. Test 6-3 is also
opi:onal, depending on JSC plaits for fuhlre list` of the` i"I'S for displa y or additional
ti's t illL.V.
With the exception of Test ti-3 (VItimate ('ompression), all tests shall he nomle-
structi\e. Ma\in111nl test loads and deflections shall he determined acem-dingle from
the applic:thle analYtical and component test data. Illortla effect of test stI tIlp'fi\tlll'illg
elt`nl(1 nt.• shall be considered in estahlishing nla \ileum loads for all tests. If at alt)
time, t hi ring all .N . test. tillex.)ected indications of pokniti :0 of impending damage occur
(v.14. , :ldihIc cracking, sil.nificazit -1eflection, increased deflection rate, etc.) the
test shall he terminated im ill " diaWI .N . , folltmed h\ • data 1 •e\ie\\' and detailed I l l's exam-
inatioll prior to test resumption.
1.''..t. 1 Call brans\ erne stilfiless. I'he purpose of this test is to estahlish tlu` Spring
rate luck' , a Cap midspan load. This condition 0ee11l*s during bealll longitudinal tl'a11s-
latloll on all ass('11111 \' tl\turt' and 1'ellrt'sl'llls the "Softest " e;ist' for d\'n:llllic re.,Tollsl`
lllal\'sls. To oh*.lin ;1 I'epl'etienlall\ e ,101',1 e` \:11110. :.,.' well as to :tssk,: t':lp-to-call
differences, tlli ,^ test should he performed successi\el\ on each . 1 the three I"I's caps,
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For each load case, only the instrumentation on the loaded cap need be measured.
Care should be taken to avoid load application directly on the cap apex strain gages
(or wiring) at the load point.
4.2.3.2 Torsional Tests. To obtain representative average values, as well as to
assess the effects of alternating cord crossover along each of the three PTS sides,
these tests should be performed with both CW and CCW torques about the PTS axis.
The maximum load value (and twist angle) shall be the same for Tests 2 and 3.
4.2.3.3 Flexural Tests. Each flexural test case involves PTS lateral displacement,
without twist, under a transverse shear load. Normally in such an equilateral/equal-
cap-area sturcture, the proper line of action for this load would be through longitudinal
(centroidal) axis. However, coupon tests of the cap material indicate different moduli
of elasticity in longitudinal tension and compression. Consequently the flexural axis
for the four symmetrical load cases (4-1, -1-2, 5-1, and 5-2) is expectec^ to shift off the
PTS axis, but a svninietric line of action should still result in hvist-free deflection for
these cases.
For the remaining four cases (4-:3, 1-4, 5-3, and 5- 1) the shear lead does not lie
in a plane of symmetry, and its "zero-twist" line of action should be found bw trial and
error (hiring setup.
The maximim load value (and deflections shall be the same for Tests 4 and 5.
1.2.3.4 Compression Tests. Prior to the first test in this sequence, the equality of
load introduction to the three PTS caps should he reverified, and the setup adjusted as
necessary to achieve this condition. if setup changes are required, the adjusted struc-
ture should he cycled at least two times to 20' of the ca ie 6-1 maximum load, to "set"
the PTS and its instrumentation.
Case 6-1 should he run to the predicted hifurcation load per Table A-2. If hifur-
cation is observed at a load less than the predicted value, the observed load should be
adapted as the target value for the next two repetitions. if bifurcation has not yet
eccurrcd at the predicted value, the load should be increased in similar increments
until hifurcation is observed, and this load value adopted as the target for 010 next two
repetitions.
Case 6-2 should non-destructively investigate the post-hifurcation behavior of the
I'TS. Loading to the hifurcation point should (hiplicate case 6-1, and further loading,
into) the pos.-buckling region should be applied in u'; increments. Specific load/dis-
placement target•, based on GDC long column tests and analysis, should he used to
govern the extent of safe progress into the host-buckling region.
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5.0 TEST DATA ANALYSIS
5.1 ANALYSIS OF PTS F:ND CONSTRAINT EFFECTS
The end fLxith• coefficient of the cap beam structure between lateral supports may be
determined by the expression
C _ Pcap , Peal)
p Ls	 gdc•
where	 pea
call
= column or torsional Instability load from single cap test at GDC
ap
13c
	
column or torsional instability load for one cap in the prototype
truss sh-ucture.
Il the faihire mode Is found tai be similar for both tests, the value for C becomes:
for torsiomil instability, C	 l.0 implies complete restraint to heist it tlic ends. Thin,
the Valiir fo g- C should be cr ►ual to or less than 1.0, and the value represrnLG the per-
cent resist_:11ce W tWist.
For column huckling, C -- 1.0 implies simple-support at the ends. Here, dic value
for C will he qualitative, not (luantit.itke; i.e., cXlual to simple-support ( 1.01, hcttcr
01:111 simple-support ( '> 1 .0). or not as good as simple-support (< 1 .0).
A-1:1
